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Three methods--radial compression strength, color indicators of

decay and micro-toughness, an examination of tracheid fracture pat-

terns, were evaluated for detection of early decay and for applica-

tion to field use. Three-eighth-inch diameter plugs 3/4-inch long,

cut from the sapwood and heartwood of a Douglas-fir pole free of

decay, were decayed by Poria placenta to weight losses up to 15% and

tested at 13% moisture content.

Strength losses at 5% compression strain and at the first load

inflection point were similar and were highly correlated with weight

loss. Strength losses occurred before weight loss was evident

reaching 55% at a 10% weight loss. Sapwood decayed faster than heart-

wood but suffered similar strength losses at the same weight losses.

Radial compression strength is controlled by the weakest earlywood
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band and is not affected by specific gravity, percent latewood or ring

count.

Chrome azurol-S plus sodium acetate was the most effective color

indicator of decay by Poria placenta but not by other common decay

fungi in Douglas-fir. Methyl orange plus indigo carmine, a good indi-

cator of decay in Douglas-fir sapwood, often reacted with sound

Douglas-fir heartwood.

The needle micro-toughness test, which measures-the abruptness of

tracheid fractures, works best on earlywood for detecting decay but is

too tedious.

Radial compression strength offers the most encouraging approach

for detecting early decay and for estimating residual strength of

wood.
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EVALUATING RADIAL COMPRESSION, COLOR INDICATOR AND
MICRO-TOUGHNESS TESTS TO DETECT EARLY DECAY IN DOUGLAS-FIR

INTRODUCTION

Detection of fungal decay is important to the use of many wood

products, especially structural members where failure can result in

loss of life and curtailment of service. Decay is the principal cause

of pole replacement for electric utility companies (17). Of the 160

million wooden poles in service in the United States, 2.3% or 3.7

million must be replaced annually at a cost of from 1,500 to 3,000

dollars per pole (11, 29).

In pressure-treated Douglas-fir [Pseudotsuga menziesii (Mirb.)

Franco] poles, decay is largely internal, ranging from an advanced

visible stage through all intermediate stages to incipient decay (a

10% or less decrease in wood weight ovendry basis) which is invisible

to the unaided eye. Incipient decay has been detected by laboratory

culture techniques in 20% of Douglas-fir poles during the first ten

years of service in both the Northwest and the Northeast United States

(17, 42). Even at the incipient stage, losses in wood strength can

vary from 20 to 80 percent depending on the strength property (40).

Fumigant treatment can control internal decay in poles for at

least ten years and it is expected that retreatment could lengthen the

life of a pole indefinitely (14, 15). Using fumigants, two utility

companies realize annual investment savings of 1.5 and 2.25 million

dollars (29, 11).
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Early fumigant treatment of internally decaying structural mem-

bers before strength losses occur, which could jeopardize the safety

of the pole, requires the development of nondestructive inspection

methods that can detect incipient decay. Especially useful would be

an inspection method which could detect strength losses and permit

more precise estimates of the residual strength of decaying members.

Current estimates are optimistic guesses based on the extent of

visible decay and not on the presence of incipient decay which may

extend well beyond the visible decay.

The purpose of this study was to evaluate selected laboratory and

field methods for detecting early decay in Douglas-fir plugs

decayed to varying weight losses.
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LITERATURE REVIEW

Current Methods for Detecting Decay

Literature on the inspection of poles for decay was reviewed in

detail by Mothershead and Graham (27) in 1962. Recently, Inwards and

Graham (20) compared results using devices for inspecting Douglas-fir

poles in service with results obtained by removing cores with an

increment borer, examining the cores for rot and culturing the cores

to identify early decay. A shell indicator, a probe that "feels"

growth rings along the side of a borer hole, correctly detected all

sound and 79% of the rotten sites. The hammer and drill detected

about 93% of sound sites but were only about 49% effective in

detecting rotten sites. The Pol-tek, a sonic tester, detected 89% of

the sound and 82% of the rotten sites. The electrical resistance

measuring devices (moisture meter and Shigometer) detected 88% of the

rotten sites and were the only devices to detect a high percentage

(about 73%) of infected sites. However, about one third of the time

they falsely indicated that sound, high moisture content poles were

decaying. Zabel, Wang and Terracina (43) obtained similar results.

Wilcox and Piirto (41) critically evaluated the Shigometer for detec-

tion of decay and found its greatest shortcoming was a large variabil-

ity in readings under controlled conditions in the laboratory and

especially under conditions of changing moisture contents typically

found in the field in both decayed and sound poles.

The Pilodyn, a needle penetration device which measures the shock

resistance of wood, was used to determine the strength of poles with



1James B. Wilson, Associate Professor, Forest Products (Fracture
Mechanics), Ore. State Univ.
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external soft rot (19) and to evaluate the density of trees (9).

Wilsonl found it useful for detecting low strength (low density)

ponderosa pine poles. Penetration readings appear too variable for

identifying incipient decay.

X-rays have been successfully used to detect advanced decay in

poles in service (27). Thornton, Creffield and Collett (34), pre-

sently investigating the lower limit of decay detection by using low

energy long wavelength X-rays, found a large variation in readings from

wood samples with a similar amounts of decay but different moisture

contents and densities. Even when moisture content and density were

similar between decayed and control samples, they were unable to

detect decay below a weight loss of about 12%.

Decay fungi can be detected through the culturing of cores

removed from poles but identification of the degree of decay and wood

strength reduction is not possible by this test. Decay can be

detected by the microscope beginning at weight losses somewhere be-

tween 5 and 10% but Wilcox (39) found these changes to be very slight

although a positive diagnosis is certain, a negative diagnosis may not

be reliable.

Decay Fungi Associated with Douglas-fir Poles

In the Northwest and Northeast, Poria placenta and Poria

carbonica are the main fungi isolated from Douglas-fir poles (Table 1).



TABLE 1. DECAY ASSOCIATED WITH DOUGLAS-FIR POLES IN THE UNITED
STATES.*

*Data from Fungi associated with decay in treated Douglas-fir
transmission poles in the Northeastern United States by
R. A. Zabel, Frances F. Lombard and A. M. Kenderes (42), and
from Utility pole decay by W. E. Eslyn (12).

5

Number of isolations by
geographic location

NW NE SW

Poria carbonica Overh. 63 148

P. placenta (Fr.) Cke. 14 49

P. xantha (Fr.) Cke. 4 2

Lentinus lepideus Fr. 3 9

P. 'A' 2

Antrodia serialis (Fr.) 1 5

Donk [Trametes]

Fomes pinicola (Swartz 1

ex Fr.) Cke.

P. placenta (Fr.) Cke.- 10

haploids

Coriolus versicolor (L. ex 14

Fr.) Qua. - haploids

P. tenius (Schw.) Cke. 8

Irpex lacteus (Fr.) Fr. 7

[Polyporus tulipiferae
(Schw.) Overh.]

Gloeophyllum saepiarium 2 1

(Wulf ex Fr.) Karst.
[Lenzites]

Lenzites trabea (Pers. ex Fr.) 1

Peniophora 'A' 1



Strength Loss and Decay

Strength loss has been proposed for use in the laboratory eval-

uation of decay severity by Hartley, Kennedy, and Mulholland (18, 22,

28). Because some strength properties reflect early decay, often

before weight loss is apparent, researchers, including Wang, Suchsland

and Hart (38), have worked on laboratory strength tests to detect

decay. Most of the tests required machined specimens which could not

easily be obtained in the field. Wilcox (40) reviewed the literature

on the effects of early stages of decay on wood strength and estimated

strength losses in softwoods and hardwoods by brown-rot and white-rot

fungi. Strength losses for brown-rotted softwoods with weight losses

of 5 to 10 percent varied from 20 to 30 percent (Table 2).

Decay and Radial Couression Perpendicular to Grain

Kubiak and Kerner (24) found that strength loss in radial

compression perpendicular to the grain in a hardwood decayed by brown-

rot was 6% at 2% weight loss, 16% at 5% weight loss and 19% at 8%

weight loss. The effect of white-rot was slightly less. Toole (35, 36)

investigated strength reduction in radial compression of sapwood of

southern pine, weetgum and sugar hackberry by four white-rotters and

three brown-rotters. Decay by each of the brown-rot fungi, Poria pla-

centa, Lenzites trabea and Gloeophyllum saepiarium, which have been

isolated from Douglas-fir poles, caused very similar strength losses

for each host species. Using load-deflection diagrams, he calculated

reduction in modulus of elasticity, stress at proportional limit and

stress at 5 percent compression strain between matched pairs of

6



TABLE 2. EXPECTED STRENGTH LOSS AT AN EARLY STAGE
OF DECAY (5-10% WEIGHT LOSS) IN BROWN-
ROTTED SOFTWOODS.*

Property Strength loss, %

Toughness 80

Impact bending 80

Static bending (NOR) 70

Compression perpendicular
to grain 60

Tension parallel to grain 60

Compression parallel to grain 45

Shear 20

Hardness 20

*Courtesy of Dr. W. W. Wilcox, Forest Products
Laboratory, Univ. of Calif. (40).

7
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decayed and sound 3/4-inch cubes. A machine speed of 0.01 inch per

minute was used and specimens had a moisture content above fiber

saturation. In most cases, reduction in stress at 5 percent compres-

sion strain gave the highest correlations between percent strength

loss and percent weight loss. At 5 percent compression strain,

pine sapwood decayed by Poria placenta had 3% strength loss at less

than 1% weight loss, 18% at 1-3% weight loss and 70% at 12% weight

loss. A regression equation, based on 172 paired samples ranging in

weight loss from 0-32% with an R2 value of .95 was:

Y = 3.6 + 6.88X - .13X2

where

Y = percent reduction in strength

X = percent weight loss

Bodig (4), while testing the effect of specimen height on

strength values of Douglas-fir in radial compression, noticed that

changes in modulus of elasticity and work per unit volume did not

follow current elastic theories. Formulas for calculating these

strength values assume that a uniform strain distribution exists

within the wood. Bodig proposed a weak-layer theory--that in radial

compression the weakest earlywood layer would be the controlling

strength factor regardless of height of the specimen. Bodig (6)

later supported his theory with photographs taken at different stages

of compression and identified on corresponding stress-strain curves.

The point where the specimen first failed in radial compression and,

in most cases, tangential compression perpendicular to the grain he
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called the "initial maximum stress point." Additional failures

occurred in the same or other earlywood layers as compression

progressed, but the strength of these layers or other latewood layers

did not effect the initial maximum stress value. Bodig also proposed

that strength in compression in the tangential direction is determined

by latewood bands acting as spaced columns and that strength of early-

wood layers probably is not important in the actual support of the

load.

Kunesh (25) found buckling of the rays in the earlywood layer

of a single growth ring to be the primary cause of initial failure in

radial compression. The rays acted as spaced columns and failed

simultaneously while adjacent tracheids seemed to add support to the

rays rather than to directly support the applied load. He preferred

the descriptive term first load inflection point," (FLIP), to Bodig's

term, "initial maximum stress point," in describing the point where the

specimen first failed. Kunesh reasoned that there can be many maximum

stress points as wood is compressed depending upon the level of

compression and confusion might result between the terms "maximum

stress" and "initial maximum stress point."

Effects of early decay on wood microstructure. Wilcox (39)

observed successive stages of decay by Poria placenta in the sapwood of

southern pine (Pinus sp.). In the early stages of decay, hyphae were

sparse in tracheids where there was some cell separation but fairly

numerous in rays where cell walls of ray tracheids were thinned. Ray

parenchyma cells were difficult to study because no thin sections were

obtained that possessed intact ray parenchyma cells. Fungal attack
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from cell to cell and within each cell was highly irregular. These

observations may explain why compression strength perpendicular to the

grain in the radial direction, which may be determined by the weakest

rays in a growth ring, is a sensitive test for early decay.

Wilcox is examining Douglas-fir plugs that I decayed to weight

losses between 0 and 15% by Poria placenta for microstructural

changes. These plugs were closely matched to similarly decayed plugs

that were tested for strength in radial compression.

Growth properties and radial compression. Bodig (5) correlated

specific gravity (ovendry weight and green volume), number of rings

per inch and percent latewood of Douglas-fir specimens to stress at

proportional limit, strain at maximum load, modulus of elasticity and

Initial maximum stress, at ovendry and 20% moisture content. There

were no significant relationships between the mechanical properties

and the growth characteristics. This supports Bodig's weak-layer

theory.

Detecting Decay with Chemical Indicators

Curtin (10) demonstrated that 17 species of wood-decay fungi pro-

duce metabolic acids ranging from pH 5 to pH 3 or less, often pre-

ceeding visible growth.

Eslyn (13) reviewed the literature for chemicals--pH indicators in

particular--that had some usefulness in detecting decay in wood. These

chemicals, plus others brought to his attention over a period of five

years, were applied to specimens cut from southern pine boards and indi-
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vidually inoculated with one of the nine basidiomycetes most often associ-

ated with southern pine decay. The fungi included Poria placenta and

Poria xantha, Gloeophyllum saepiarium Karst., Lentinus lepideus,,

Peniophora 'A', and Poria 'A', which also have been isolated from

Douglas-fir poles in the United States. From a total of fifty-three

chemicals or combinations of chemicals, nine showed promise by having

an obvious color difference when applied to sound and decayed wood.

The colors obtained were identified through use of the Inter-Society

Color Council--National Bureau of Standard Color--Name chart (21).

Methyl orange (MO) detected the decays associated with Douglas-

fir except for Gloeophyllum saepiarium. The combination of methyl

orange and indigo carmine (MO+IC) detected all nine decay fungi.

Chrome azurol-S and sodium acetate (CAS+SA) failed to detect

Gloeophyllum saepiarium or Poria 'A' and had the added disadvantage of

changing color in the presence of copper-containing preservatives or

sound wood previously in contact with soil. Butter yellow combined

with methylene blue followed by bromocresol green combined with methyl

orange also detected all nine fungi. Tests on lodgepole pine and pon-

derosa pine were less promising, probably because of the variation in

the natural pH of the wood.

Peek, Willeitner, and Harm (31) cultured 22 brown-rots, 25 white-

rots and 9 non-decay fungi on malt agar (pH 6.3) containing 1% of

selected color indicators. From more than 20 indicators, bromophenol

blue and bromocresol green were found most suitable to indicate decay

fungi. These indicators change their color to yellow at pH 3.0 to 4.6

and 3.8 to 5.4, respectively. Positive results were obtained with all
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brown-rot fungi including Poria placenta which dropped the pH of the

agar to 2.3. Sixteen white-rots caused positive reactions. Non-decay

fungi caused no color changes. A color change closely corresponded to

the invasion line of hyphae in wood stained with the indicator and

subsequently exposed to attack by decay fungi. These stains and

another, bromochlorophenol blue, when applied by the same authors in a

0.04% alcohol solution to wood gave a positive reaction to decay with

the exception of Douglas-fir. Douglas-fir showed a color reaction in

sound wood. Eslyn (13) found these three indicators to be of limited

use on southern pine.

A Toughness Test for Detecting Decay

A pick test, developed by T. C. Scheffer (33) and described by

Graham and Helsing (16) is based on the nature of failure of a sliver

lifted from wood with a pick. A splintering break indicates sound

wood while a brash fracture is a sign of decay. Scheffer, who

described this as a toughness test of the wood fibers, found that it

was most reliable on wet wood.



METHODS SELECTED FOR DETECTION OF DECAY

The purpose of this study was to evaluate selected laboratory and

field methods for detecting early decay. During the field inspection

of a pole, plugs are often removed for examination; therefore, a test

for decay applied directly to plugs is desirable. Specimens used in

this study were 3/8-inch diameter plugs removed from a pole section

and cut in half to yield two 3/4-inch long sections. After reviewing

the literature the following tests were chosen for evaluation.

Radial Compression Test

Radial compression can easily be applied in the laboratory to

plugs, reduced in length to prevent buckling, and might be developed

for field use to detect decay. The test might also provide infor-

mation on the residual strength of the pole. Toole (36) compression

tested matched pairs of southern pine, sweetgum or sugar hackberry

specimens, sound and decayed by brown-rot fungi, and found the best

strength loss and weight loss correlation at 5% compression strain. I

theorized that similar correlations could be made for Poria placenta

and Douglas-fir at 5% compression strain.

If Bodig's weak layer theory is correct, and assuming that early

decay causes an earlywood layer in a decayed specimen to be weaker than

the weakest earlywood layer in a matched sound specimen, then the ini-

tial maximum stress point or in Kunesh's terms, the first load infec-

tion point (FLIP), might be the point at which strength or percent

strength loss could best be correlated to percent weight loss.

13



Preliminary radial compression tests were made on an Instron

Universal Testing Instrument to observe load-compression curves of

decayed and sound specimens (Figures 1 and 2). A head speed of 0.03

cm/min was used to approximate the testing speed of 0.01 in/min used

by Toole and Bodig (36, 5). A load was applied by a metal bar, 4-1/2

x 1 x 1 inches, mounted to the test machine to the flat end of a

3/8-inch diameter plug cut to a length of 3/4 inches (Photograph 1).

An X-Y graphic recorder chart operating at a speed of 3.0 cm/min con-

tinually plotted stress-strain data as the specimen was compressed.

Specimen defection equalled 0.01 x cm of chart travel.

To determine when the specimen had reached 5% compression, the

linear portion of the curve was extrapolated to meet the x-axis. The

point of intersection was considered the origin. The extrapolation is

illustrated by a broken line labelled 'A' in Figures 1 and 2.

Bendtsen, Haskell and Galligan (3) and Johnson2 used a similar

method to find the origin of load-compression curves for compression

perpendicular to the grain. Five percent of the original length of

the specimen was computed and marked on the x-axis. The load was

marked at 5% compression (B). The first load inflection point (C) was

designated as the point where the load-compression curve first

attained an angle of 90° or more to the y-axis.

14

2Jim Johnson, Associate Professor, Mechanical Properties, Forest
Research Laboratory, Oregon State Univ., Corvallis, OR. Personal com-
munication.
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Photograph 1. Radial compression perpendicular to grain test
assembly showing method of load application to
a 3/8-inch diameter, 3/4-inch long specimen.
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Color Indicators

17

A chemical stain test for decay could be quickly applied to wood

in the laboratory or in the field.

The following chemical pH indicators and stains, which Eslyn had

found useful for detecting decay in southern pine, were chosen to

detect early decay in Douglas-fir:

Chrome azurol-S (0.5% + sodium acetate (5.0%) in 100 ml

of distilled water. (CAS + SA)

Methyl orange (0.1% aqueous). (MO)

Methyl orange (0.1%) + indigo carmine (0.25% aqueous.

(MO + IC)

Butter yellow combined with methylene blue followed by bromocre-

sol green combined with methyl orange, found useful by Eslyn, was not

tested because butter yellow is no longer marketed.

Micro-Toughness Test

Preliminary research showed that Dr. Scheffer's pick test (33)

could not be applied to the specimens to be used in this study because

of the small specimen size (3/8-inch diameter by 3/4-inch long).

Instead of testing for decay by lifting wood splinters, I decided to

scratch the radial face of a specimen with a needle and examine

resulting fractures with a microscope. The test, if successful, might

be applied in the field using a hand lens to observe the fracture.

In a preliminary test, a specially designed guillotine2 (Photo-

graph 2) was used to split sound and decayed specimens longitudinally



Photograph 2. Guillotine used to split specimen and expose
a radial surface.

18



iDesigned and constructed by A. H. Reig, Scientific Instrument
Technologist, Forest Research Laboratory, Corvallis, OR.
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to expose their radial faces which were then scratched using a

dissecting needle. Examining the scratches at 30X magnification, I

found that tracheids in sound wood usually followed the path of the

needle in a sweeping fashion while in the decayed wood the tracheids

were abruptly fractured. Because the small specimen was difficult to

hold and scratch to a consistant depth, a micro-toughness test device

was designed and constructed3 to apply a uniform scratch to the speci-

mens (Photograph 3). The device permitted a needle to be pulled at an

angle of 45, 75 or 900 to the wood surface the length of the specimen

while sratching the first few layers of tracheids (Photograph 4).

More than one run down the length of the specimen could be made by

repositioning the needle arm of the device to the left or right.

Needle height could also be adjusted.



Photograph 3. Micro-toughness test device.
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Photograph 4. Scratching the first few layers of wood
tracheids along the radial face of a
specimen using the micro-toughness test
device.
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PROCEDURE

Experimental Design

Plugs, 3/8-inch in diameter, were cut from the sapwood and heart-

wood of a decay-free Douglas-fir pole section and machined to lengths

of 3/4 inch. The specimens were assigned to four decay treatments

using a repeated latin square design with four pole heights, quadrants

and radial depths of specimens as variables to reduce the effect of

wood variations in the pole on specimens within treatments. The decay

treatments consisted of incubating plugs with Poria placenta, a brown-

rot fungus, for four time periods to a range of weight losses up to

15%. Matched specimens were similarly incubated without the decay

fungus.

Specimens were conditioned to constant weight at 68% relative

humidity and 21°C before testing by the following methods for detec-

tion of early decay:

Radial compression perpendicular to the grain

color indicators

Micro-toughness

Preparation of Specimens

Plugs were removed from an untreated Douglas-fir section4 three

feet long and fourteen inches in diameter, representing the ground

line portion of a 60 to 65 foot utility pole. Using a 2-inch long,

4Provided by L. D. McFarland & Company, Eugene, OR.
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3/8-inch diameter plug cutter with an extender mounted on a portable

drill, two plugs were cut consecutively in the radial direction and

removed with an extractor at sites 1, 2, 0, X, and E (Photograph 5).

Sites 1 and 2 provided radial series of decayed and undecayed

specimens for strength testing. The series were located about 1-1/4

inches apart longitudinally so that matched pairs of specimens con-

tained the same growth rings. Other sites were located as close as

possible to 1 and 2, usually within 1-1/4 inches. This pattern was

repeated five times along the length (about 4 inches apart) in each of

the four quadrants. Extra plugs (M) were removed from the pole at

time of sampling to determine wood moisture content (MC) according to

ASTM D 2016 (1) by:

MC(Z) = ([A/B] - 1) x 100

where

A = weight of plug upon removal from the pole section

to the nearest 0.001 gram

B = ovendry weight of plug to the nearest 0.001 gram

Eight plugs, to be used as decay indicators (D), described later, were

removed from two radial depths of each quadrant. All plugs were

labeled on their outermost radial end with four alpha-numeric charac-

ters to identify their site of origin, radial depth, height and

quadrant. Plugs 0 were stored in plastic bags immediately upon removal

and refrigerated at 2°C until they could be cultured for decay

fungi.

Specimen groups 1, 2, X, and E were conditioned in the Standard

Room at 68% relative humidity and 21°C to constant weight. The two



Photograph 5. Sites where plugs were removed from
each of the four quadrants and at
five heights of a Douglas-fir pole.
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plugs, cut consecutively in the radial direction from each site, were

then cut in half and sanded with a disc sander and a specially designed

jig5 (Photograph 6), to obtain four specimens, 3/4-inch in length with

smooth perpendicular ends. The four specimens were designated 1

(outermost radial increment), 2, 3, or 4 (innermost radial increment

and returned to the conditioning room. The 2-inch sapwood depth in

this pole section resulted in radial depths 1 and 2 containing all

sapwood and depth 3 and 4 containing all heartwood.

Culture Test for Soundness of Pole Section

Plugs 0 were removed from the ref igerator and processed in a

laminar flow work station to prevent contamination. Five 1/4-inch

discs per plug were sectioned aseptically, surface flamed and

cultured on 2.5 malt agar (0.8%) plates. Five radial depths from

twenty locations in the pole section were represented with two repli-

cations per depth. Culture plates were stored in plastic bags in

darkness at 23°C and monitored for fungal growth during the following

four weeks.

Preparation of Incubation Jars

Incubation jars were prepared according to the ASTM Soil-Block

Method D 1413 (1), modified by T. C. Scheffer6 and further modified

for this experiment (Appendix A). Jars used to decay test specimens

were innoculated with Poria placenta (FP 94267A), a brown-rot fungus.

5See footnote 3.

6Research Associate, Forest Research Laboratory, Oregon State Univ.



Photograph 6. Jig used to sand plugs to obtain
specimens with uniform length and
smooth perpendicular ends.
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Assignment of Incubation Periods

The objective in preparing material for testing was to obtain

specimens decayed to weight losses between 0 and 15%, each specimen

having an end-matched undecayed control. A uniform represen-

tation of specimen height, quadrant and radial depth in the pole was

wanted in each incubation period to minimize the possible effect of

knots or other wood variations on physical or chemical properties of

specimens.

Sixty-four pairs of matched specimens from sites 1 and 2, from

four heights, quadrants and radial depths in the pole section were

assigned to four incubation periods according to a latin square design

with radial depth and quadrant as variables. Three additional latin

squares, each selected independently of the first, were added for the

third variable, height. The two specimens in each pair were randomly

designated as test specimen (1), incubated with the decay fungus, or

control specimen (0), incubated without the decay fungus. An experi-

mental unit consisted of 16 specimens per incubation jar. Sixty-four

paired specimens, mainly from sites X and E, for use in color and

toughness tests, were similarly assigned to incubation periods. All

specimens were weighed to the nearest 0.001 gram (conditioned weight

before incubation) and the number of rings were counted.

Sterilization and Incubation of Specimens

A method of sterilization was needed that would result in the

least amount of structural or chemical damage to the specimens. An

experiment was run to determine the shortest period of time needed to

27
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sterilize the specimens by exposure to steam at atmospheric pressure.

A Rubicon Portable Potentiometer was used to measure a sapwood and

heartwood specimen's internal temperature with thermocouples as the

specimens were exposed to steam under atmospheric pressure in an

autoclave. Twelve minutes were needed to bring the internal tem-

perature of either specimen to 100°C once steam was admitted to the

chamber. The recommended time to kill decay fungi in green wood at

100°C is five minutes (2) bringing the total time needed to sterilize

the specimens to about twenty minutes. As a result, the specimens were

placed in covered petri dishes and steam sterilized at atmospheric

pressure for twenty minutes. After cooling, they were placed in their

appropriate jars, with or without decay fungi, and incubated at 23°C

in a dark chamber. Jar lids remained loosened one quarter turn and a

large pan of water with filter paper wicks was placed on the bottom of

the chamber to keep the humidity high in the incubation jars.

Decay Indicators

Eight plugs, from MD radial depths in each quadrant of the pole,

to be used for decay indicators were machined to 3/4-inch length,

ovendried, weighed, sterilized and placed in an incubation jar innocu-

lated with Poria placenta. At intervals, specimens were removed,

ovendried, weighed and weight losses calculated to estimate the

progress of the decay and to determine when each of the four incuba-

tion periods should be terminated.

Specimens were removed from the jars at the end of each incuba-

tion period, wiped clean of surface mycelium, weighed to the nearest



0.001 gram, returned to the conditioning room to attain constant

weight and reweighed.

Radial Compression

Sixty-four specimens decayed to weight losses between 0 and 20%

and their matched undecayed controls were measured for length and

diameter to the nearest 0.001 inch and tested for strength perpen-

dicular to the grain in the radial direction.

The compression test was terminated shortly beyond 5% compression

strain. Specimens were ovendried to constant weight at 103°C + 2° and

weighed to the nearest 0.001 gram to calculate moisture content and

specific gravity (based on the ovendry weight and volume at test).

Data Recording

The load applied to the specimens-was recorded to the nearest 0.1

kg at 5% compression strain (FIV) and at the first load inflection

point (FLP).

The following data were entered and stored in a file on the Cyber

computer.

P = pole number

S = site of specimen removal

RP = radial depth of specimen in pole (1,2 = sapwood; 3,4 =

heartwood)

H = height of the specimen in the pole

Q = pole quadrant from which specimen was taken

I = incubation period of specimen
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T = treatment (decay = 1; control = 0)

R = number of rings

WB = conditioned weight (g), 68% RH + 21°C, before incubation

WI = weight (g) upon removal from incubation

WA = conditioned weight (g) after incubation

L = length at test (in) after incubation + conditioning

= diameter at test (in) after incubation + conditioning

FIV = load (kg) at 5% compression strain

FLP = load (kg) at first load inflection point

ODW = ovendry weight (g)

Computed Data

A program called RESLT, listed in Appendix B, computed the

following:

WL = % weight loss after incubation by:

WL(%) = ([Wl - w2] / w1) x 100

where

W1 = conditioned weight before incubation

w2 = conditioned weight after incubation

FIVE = stress (psi) at 5% compression strain by;

FIVE = (FIV x C) /71.r2

where

FIV = load, kg, at 5% compression strain

C = 2.20, a constant to convert kg to lb

= radius of specimen at test, in
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FLIP = stress (psi) at first load inflection point by:

FLIP = (FLP x C) / r2IT

where

FLP = load, kg, at first load inflectin point

C = 2.20, a constant

= radius of specimen at test, in

SLFIV = % strength loss between decayed test specimen and matched

control at "FIVE" by:

SLFIV (%) = ([FIVE1 - FIVE2] / FIVE].) X 100

where

FIVE1 = stress, psi, of the control at 5% compression

strain

FIVE2 = stress, psi, of the decayed specimen at 5%

compression strain

SLFLP = % strength loss between decayed test specimen and matched

control at "FLIP" by:

SLFLP (%) = ([FLIP1 - FLIP2] / FLIP].) x 100

where

FLIP1 = stress, psi, of the control at the first

load inflection point

FLIP2 = stress, psi, of the decayed specimen at the

first load inflection point

SG = specific gravity (ovendry weight and volume at test) was

calculated according to ASTM D 2395 (1) by:

SG = KF / V
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where

K = 0.061

F = final weight (ovendry), g

V = volume of specimen at moisture content when

tested, in3

MCB = conditioned moisture content %, before incubation,

control specimens only, by:

MCB (%) = ([A / B] - 1) x 100

where

A = conditioned weight of control specimen before

incubation

B = ovendry weight of control specimen

MCI = moisture content upon removal from incubation by:

MCI (%) = ([A / B] - 1) x 100

where

A = weight of specimens immediately after removal

from incubation jars

B = ovendry weight of specimens

MCA = conditioned moisture content %, after incubation by:

MCA(%) = ([Al B] -1) x100

where

A = weight of specimens after incubation and

conditioning

B = ovendry weight of specimens
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Analysis of Data

Using the Statistical Interactive Programming System (SIPS) and

the Cyber computer, means and standard deviations of WL, FIVE, FLIP,

SLFIV, SLFLP, SG, MCB, MCI and MCA were computed for sapwood and

heartwood specimens, decayed or sound, in each incubation period.

A paired difference Student's t test was made to compare mean

strengths of decayed specimens and matched undecayed controls in each

incubation period for significant differences.

Three regression models were tested for aptness of fit in

describing the statistical relationship between percent weight loss

of decayed sapwood and heartwood specimens and FIVE, FLIP, SLFIV,

and SLFLP:

y. = B + B x. + e.o 1 V

yi = B0 BiXi ei and,

2yi = Bo -I- Bixi B2xi ei

where,

i = 1 to 32

yi = FIVE of specimen i, or

FLIP of specimen i, or

SLFIV of specimen i, or

SLFLP of specimen i

xi = percent weight loss of specimen i

yi = log10 FIVE of specimen i, or

log10 FLIP of specimen i
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A formal test was made to determine if sapwood and heartwood

regression lines were identical, by:

F* - SSE(R) - SSE(F) SSE(F)

(nl n2 - 3) - (nl n2 - 6) (nl n2 - 4)

where

F* = test statistic

SSE(R) = error sum of squares for the second-order

polynomial regression fitted to the combined data

of sapwood and heartwood decayed specimens.

SSE(F) = error sum of squares for the second-order poly-

nomial regression fitted to the sapwood data plus the

error sum of squares for the second-order polynomial

regression fitted to heartwood data.

ni = number of sapwood specimens, 32

n2 = number of heartwood specimens, 32

The two alternative conclusions are:

Ho: The two regression lines are the same, i.e., the inter-

cepts and slopes of both regressions are equal

Ha: The two regression lines are different

If F* < F (.99,3,58), conclude Ho

If F* > F (.99,3,58), conclude Ha

Correlations were made between FIVE and FLIP, SLFIV and SLFLP.

Strength of sound specimens from the various heights, radial

depths and quadrants in the pole were compared in a three-way analysis

of variance test for effects that their original positions in the

pole might have had on strength.
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Color Indicators

Specimens from pole sites X and E were split lengthwise to expose

their radial faces and tested for color reactions to early decay using

chrome azurol-S and sodium acetate (CAS + SA), methyl orange (MO) or

methyl orange and indigo carmine (MO + IC). Each indicator was

applied to sapwood and heartwood specimens of sound wood and to wood

decayed to a range of weight losses up to 15%. Three to four drops of

an indicator were applied to the face of a specimen and allowed to

rest for one minute. Excess liquid was removed with forceps and

tissue paper and the color was identified using the Inter-Society

Color Council--National Bureau of Standard Color--Name Chart (21).

Color reactions of the indicators on sound wood and wood decayed to

various weight losses were recorded and compared for their effec-

tiveness in detecting decay.

Micro-Toughness Test

Twenty-five specimens, selected from pole sites X and E, ranging

in weight loss from 0 to 10% were split lengthwise in the longitudinal

direction to expose their radial faces. The faces were placed briefly

in water and excess water was removed with a paper towel. Specimens

were viewed at 30X magnification while being lightly scratched with

a disecting needle to examine fracturing of the tracheids. Specimens

were also scratched using the micro-toughness test device with the

needle positioned at various angles. Characteristics of the breaks

were recorded to determine the variable(s) which were best correlated

with the percent weight loss of the specimen.
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RESULTS

No decay fungi, but many non-decay fungi, were cultured from the

Douglas-fir pole section used in this study.

Moisture content of the air-dried pole section when specimens

were removed was about 31% in the sapwood and 34% in the heartwood.

Specimen Data

Weight Loss

Sapwood decayed more rapidly than heartwood (Figure 3) with maxi-

mum weight losses after 28 days of about 10 and 7%, respectively (Table

3). Weights of undecayed controls did not change significantly.

Moisture Content

Equilibrium moisture content (EMC) of sapwood control specimens

was slightly higher than the EMC of heartwood controls before and

after incubation (Table 3).

The moisture content of decaying specimens at 8 days incubation

was approximately 60% higher than the moisture content of control

specimens.

After incubation and conditioning, decayed specimens were more

hygroscopic (higher in EMC) than control specimens (Figure 4), even at

8 days incubation before weight loss was detected.
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Figure 3. Percent weight loss of Douglas-fir sapwood and heartwood decayed by Poria placenta.
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aEach mean is usually based on 8 specimens but could be as few as 5
specimens.
bEMC = equilibrium moisture content, ovendry basis, 68% RH and 21°C.
cMC = moisture content, ovendry basis.
dovendry weight and volume at test.
*Value omitted because of error in weighing.

TABLE 3. AVERAGE WEIGHT LOSS, MOISTURE CONTENT
DOUGLAS-FIR SPECIMENSa DECAYED BY

AND SPECIFIC
PORIA PLACENTA.

GRAVITY OF

Incuba-
tion

Sapwood Heartwood
Sound Decayed Sound Decayed

Property (days) Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD

weight 8 -0.06 0.11 -0.23 0.71 0.06 0.11 -0.26 0.39
loss, (%) 20 -0.22 0.34 6.82 1.99 -0.03 0.24 5.24 2.10

24 0.20 0.13 8.70 2.10 0.03 0.31 5.49 2.20

28 * 10.37 1.67 7.17 1.80

EMCb 8 13.9 0.26 13.5 0.24
before 20 13.3 0.58 -- 13.0 0.49
incubation,

(%)

24

28
13.6

*
0.22

* --
13.4

*
0.35

*

MCC 8 29.3 0.79 48.1 6.90 27.4 0.73 43.7 5.4
during 20 -- 63.4 9.30 -- -- 51.1 5.9
incubation,

(%)

24

28

--
55.0 2.30

--
67.9

--
2.70 43.2 1.2 58.6 4.9

EMCb 8 13.8 0.17 14.2 0.34 13.4 0.20 13.5 0.21
after 20 13.5 0.27 15.8 0.25 13.0 0.28 14.8 0.36
incubation, 24 13.4 0.30 15.2 0.52 13.3 0.31 14.9 0.67

(%) 28 13.5 0.15 15.2 0.52 13.1 0.21 14.5 0.45

specific 8 0.47 0.022 0.48 0.027 0.41 0.013 0.41 0.018

gravity' 20 0.47 0.012 0.45 0.019 0.41 0.020 0.39 0.030
24 0.47 0.017 0.45 0.020 0.41 0.025 0.40 0.018
28 0.48 0.023 0.43 0.019 0.42 0.029 0.40 0.020
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Figure 4. Percent gain in hygroscopicity of Douglas-fir sapwood and heartwood decayed

by Poria placenta compared to undecayed controls.



Specific Gravity

Average specific gravity, ovendry weight and volume at test, was

0.47 for sound sapwood and 0.41 for sound heartwood (Table 3).

Specific gravity was reduced with increase of incubation time but

neither decaying sapwood nor heartwood showed a reduction in specific

gravity at 8 days incubation (Figure 5).

Radial Compression

Strength of specimens at 5% compression (FIVE) and first load

inflection point (FLIP) were similar (Table 4).

Strength losses of decayed specimens at FIVE (SLFIV) and FLIP

(SLFLP) were highly correlated (r = .9247).

Scatter plots and regression equations of FIVE vs. FLIP and SLFIV

vs. SLFLP are given in Appendix D.

Strength of Sound vs. Decayed Specimens

Strengths of sound sapwood specimens were lower than strengths of

sound heartwood specimens (Table 4) with coefficients of variation of

about 8% and 10%, respectively.

The average strength of decayed specimens decreased with increase

of incubation time. Differences between the mean strength of decayed

and sound sapwood specimens were significant in each incubation

period, even before weight loss became evident. Mean strength dif-

ferences between decayed and sound heartwood specimens were signifi-

cant after 20 days of incubation (above 5% weight loss). Results

of the paired difference test to compare the mean compression
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Figure 5. Percent loss in specific gravity of Douglas-fir sapwood and heartwood decayed

by Poria placenta compared to undecayed controls.



aEach mean is based on 8 specimens.
bFIVE = 57 compression strain.
cFLIP = first load inflection point.
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TABLE 4. AVERAGE STRENGTH
SPECIMENSa DECAYED

AND STRENGTH LOSS OF
BY PORIA PLACENTA.

DOUGLAS-FIR

Incuba- Sapwood Heartwood
tion Sound Decayed Sound Decayed

Property (days) Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD

stress 8 599 37 568 30 678 61 676 50

at 20 575 22 326 32 713 55 459 72

FIVEb 24 597 70 228 45 765 59 389 56

(Psi) 28 608 36 276 49 673 32 426 73

Avg 595 Avg 707

stress 8 594 47 528 25 649 57 700 55

at 20 552 42 311 50 686 72 485 37
FLIPc 24 607 40 224 37 759 84 374 66

(Psi) 28 604 66 284 47 692 44 430 119

Avg 589 Avg 697

strength 8 5.0 5.8 0.0 8.8

loss % 20 43.3 5.5 35.2 13.0
at 24 61.6 7.6 49.2 5.8

FIVE 28 54.7 6.8 36.6 12.0

strength 8 10.7 6.7 -8.2 7.8

loss % 20 43.6 8.9 28.4 12.0
at 24 63.2 4.5 50.4 9.2

FLIP 28 52.6 9.4 37.4 18.0
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strengths of decayed specimens and controls are listed in Appendix E.

Compressive strength loss of decayed specimens was a maximum of

63% for sapwood and 50% for heartwood (Figures 6 and 7) at average

weight losses of 9 and 5%, respectively.

Regression Equations of Strength or Strength Loss on Weight Loss

Second-order polynomial regressions described the relationship

between strength or strength loss and weight loss better than first-

order regressions or log transformations. Regression equations of all

models compared, entering F values of independent variables and coef-

ficients of determination (R2) are given in Appendix F.

Conclusions from a statistical test for identical regression

equations (Appendix G) were that regressions of strength on weight

loss were not alike for sapwood and heartwood (Figures 8-11).

Heartwood was stronger than sapwood at equal weight- loss. Regressions

of strength loss on weight loss for sapwood and heartwood were iden-

tical (Appendix H) and were combined into a single regression equation

for SLFIV (Figure 12) and a single regression for SLFLP (Figure 13).

Variation of Strength in the Pole Section

The mean strength of the 64 sound sapwood and heartwood specimens

combined was 651 psi with a coefficient of variation of 12%.

The effect of the height of the specimens in the one-foot long

pole section on FLIP was not significant.

In all interactions involving radial position (RP), the mean

strengths of radial positions three and four were always greater than
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Figure 6. Percent strength loss in radial compression at 5% compression strain of Douglas-
fir sapwood and heartwood decayed by Poria placenta compared to undecayed controls.
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Figure 7. Percent strength loss in radial compression at first load inflection Point of Douglas-
fir sapwood and heartwood decayed by Poria placenta compared to controls.
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Figure 8. Regression of radial compression strength at 5% compression strain on percent
weight loss of Douglas-fir sapwood decayed by Poria placenta.
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Figure 9. Regression of radial compression strength at 5% compression strain on percent
weight loss of Douglas-fir heartwood decayed by Poria placenta.
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Figure 10. Regression of radial compression strength at the first load inflection point

on percent weight loss of Douglas-fir sapwood decayed by Poria placenta.
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Figure 11. Regression of radial compression strength at the first load inflection point

on percent weight loss of Douglas-fir heartwood decayed by Poria placenta.
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Figure 12. Regression of percent radial compression strength loss at 5% compression strain on
percent weight loss of Douglas-fir sapwood and heartwood decayed by Poria
placenta compared to undecayed controls.
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Figure 13. Regression of percent radial compression strength loss at the first load inflection

point on percent weight loss of Douglas-fir sapwood and heartwood decayed by
Poria placenta compared to undecayed controls.
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or equal to the lowest mean strength of radial positions one and two

(Figure 14 and 15).

Analysis of variance tables for FIVE and FLIP and tables of means

are in Appendix I.

Comparing strengths of individual specimens from the 16 radial

series of plugs removed from the pole, in only one case was the

strength of a heartwood specimen lower than the lowest strength of a

sapwood specimen in the radial series.

Color Indicators

Chrome azurol-S plus sodium acetate, orange-yellow in water,

caused Douglas-fir decayed by Poria placenta to become a dark purplish

blue (Photograph 7 and 8) (Table 5). A color change to dark red was

frequently observed in latewood bands of sound wood but was readily

distinguishable from the purple color indicating decay.

Methyl orange plus indigo carmine, olive-green in water, caused

decayed specimens to become deep violet in color however the color

change was not uniform and therefore less obvious in specimens decayed

to less than 4% weight loss. A color change to deep violet sometimes

was observed on sound heartwood.

Methyl orange was the least sensitive to decay. The red color,

which took up to 10 minutes to appear, was obvious at 10% weight loss

but difficult to judge at lower weight losses.
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Figure 14. Mean radial compression strength at the first load inflection point of sound ul

Douglas-fir at combinations of height and radial position in the pole section.

Each mean is the average strength of specimens from four quadrants.
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Figure 15. Mean radial compression strength at 5% compression strain of sound Douglas-fir

at combinations of quadrant and radial position in the pole section. Each

mean is the average strength of specimens from four heights.



Photograph 7. Color reaction of chrome azurol-S plus sodium
acetate, methyl orange, and methyl orange plus indigo carmine
on Douglas-fir sapwood, sound and decayed by Poria placenta.
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Photograph 8. Color reaction of chrome azurol-S plus sodium
acetate, methyl orange, and methyl orange plus indigo carmine
on Douglas-fir heartwood, sound or decayed by Poria placenta.
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TABLE 5. REACTION OF COLOR INDICATORS APPLIED TO DOUGLAS-FIR,

SOUND AND DECAYED BY PORIA PLACENTA

Sound 6.9 deep orange 34. vivid 126. dark olive

0 yellow . reddish orange green
0 "

0 .
0

" 19 208. deep violet
0

111 . 0

Decayed 201. dark purplish
-2.0 blue
-1.4
-1.3 126. dark olive

green
0 208. deep violet
1.2

1.4

1.9

3.9
5.4

6.3

12.7 13. deep red
90

HEARTWOOD
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aColor designation according to ISCC-NDS Color-Name Chart, Kelly (21).

Condition
of

specimen

Weight
loss

%

Color' of wood plus indicator
Chrome azurol-S
and sodium acetate

Methyl Methyl orange plus
orange indigo carmine

SAPWOOD
Sound 6.8 strong orange 66. vivid 125. moderate

0 yellow orange yellow olive green
0

0

0
19

0

Decayed -1.8 201. dark purplish

blue 208. deep violet
-1.6
-1.2
4.1

0 . 0

4.4 It 19 IV

5.4
II9 If .

7.4
. 0 19

9.6
99

15. moderate red
10.7

0



Micro-Toughness Test

Scratching earlywood of sound specimens or specimens decayed to

less than 5% weight loss with a hand-held disecting needle produced a

rasping sound and a slight pressure was needed to fracture the

tracheids as observed at 30X magnification. Scratching earlywood

of a specimen decayed to over 5% weight loss produced no sound and

tracheids fractured, seeming almost to dissolve by the weight of the

needle alone.

Tracheid fracture patterns from the micro-toughness test with a

recommended needle angle of 75° were not always clear-cut. Usually,

the wood tracheids broke either abruptly, remaining parallel with the

wood grain, or in a sweeping pattern following the needle direction

(Photographs 9-10). The incidence of abrupt failures was very high in

earlywood bands throughout decayed specimens but low in sound wood

(Table 6). In latewood of both sound and decayed Douglas-fir, the

incidence of abrupt failure was
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Photograph 9. Abrupt fracture pattern of earlywood tracheids
(lower and upper center) in Douglas-fir heartwood decayed to
6.5% weight loss and tested for micro-toughness. Latewood
tracheids (corners) show a sweeping pattern. (32X)

Photograph 10. Sweeping pattern of earlywood and latewood
tracheids in sound Douglas-fir sapwood tested for
micro-toughness. (32X)
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TABLE 6. INCIDENCE OF ABRUPT FAILURE CAUSED BY SCRATCHING THE
WOOD SURFACE OF SOUND AND DECAYED DOUGLAS-FIR WOOD
WITH A NEEDLE

Condition
of Weight Incidence of abrupt failure, %

wood loss, % Latewood Earlywood

Sound

Decayed

Sound

Decayed

SAPWOOD

0 14 33

0 0 8

0 0 33

0 0 30

-2.1 14 71

3.8 43 100

4.4 20 50

5.5 0 100

6.4 0 100

7.9 25 100

8.9 0 100

10.4 50 100

HEARTWOOD

0 0 50

0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 25

-1.7 0 100

2.3 0 100

3.7 0 100

4.9 0 100

6.5 0 100

7.2 0 100

8.6 25 100

8.9 0 100

9.9 0 100
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DISCUSSION

Specimen Data

Weight Loss

Douglas-fir heartwood, rated as moderately decay resistant (37),

decayed at a slower rate than sapwood specimens (Table 3) probably

because of infiltrations or materials deposited in heartwood cells.

An explanation for weight gains of decayed specimens after short

incubation periods, as observed for sapwood and heartwood specimens

decayed for 8 days, was discussed by Hartley (18). He suggested that

the invading hyphae of the fungus might move some of the readily

available nutrients from the substrate into the specimen.

Moisture Content of Specimens

An increase in specimen moisture content during incubation (Table

3) was expected because of the high relative humidity in the incuba-

tion jars. Moisture content in decayed specimens at 8 days incuba-

tion, before weight losses were observed, was 60% higher than moisture

content in control specimens probably because the invading hyphae

moved water into the specimens along with nutrients from the

substrate. Additional moisture was released in the decaying specimens

as wood substrate was converted to carbon dioxide and water by the

fungus.

A higher moisture content in sapwood controls than in heartwood

controls during incubation might be explained by the higher proportion
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of latewood to earlywood which was evident in the sapwood specimens.

Douglas-fir latewood has a higher percentage of cellulose than does

earlywood and a lower percentage of lignin (30). Cellulose has a

higher moisture adsorptivity than lignin (8); therefore, sapwood with

more latewood had a higher moisture content.

A gain in hygroscopicity of 17% in sapwood after 20 days incuba-

tion with decay is in agreement with Mulhollands findings (28). In

spruce decayed by Poria placenta, he reported gains at 12% EMC after

14 days incubation. Hartley (18) reported that one investigator found

a decrease in hygroscopicity while testing brown-rot on leached spruce

as did Scheffer (32) while decaying weetgum sapwoody by Polyporus

versicolor, a white-rot. Scheffer reported that one investigator

found that the hygroscopicity of sawdust from 16 of 17 species of wood

was lowered by decay fungi, mostly white rots, while another investi-

gator found that a brown-rot of Douglas-fir may have slightly reduced

the EMC of the wood. Kennedy (22) found no significant increase in

EMC when he decayed 12 wood species with Poria placenta or Polyporus

versicolor. Cowling (8) found no change in the hygroscopicity of 1

gram samples of sweetgum sapwood wood meal decayed by Polyporus ver-

sicolor before 40% weight loss--at higher weight losses there was

significant increase in EMC. Samples of the same species of wood

decayed by Poria placenta had a rapid decrease in EMC at 0-10% weight

loss which Cowling believed was due to preferential attack of the

fungi on amorphous cellulose, leading to the accumulation of less hygro-

scopic crystalline cellulose. In the same article Cowling states that

in the early stages of brown-rot, the rate of depolymerization of the
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wood to soluble materials greatly exceeded the rate that the fungi can

utilize the depolymerized products. In this environment there would

be more sorption sites readily available for hydrogen bonding of water

molecules than in sound wood and the EMC should increase.

Differences in wood species, fungi and specimen geometry prob-

ably has played some part in the many conflicting reports on the EMC

of decayed wood.

Specific Gravity

Specific gravity variations are defined by cell wall thickness

and cross-section dimensions together with ring widths and earlywood-

latewood proportions. Most sapwood specimens in this experiment had a

greater proportion of high density latewood than heartwood specimens

and therefore had a higher specific gravity (0.47) than heartwood

(0.41), Table 3.

Specific gravity of Douglas-fir within a cross section of a stem

has generally been observed to increase from the pith outward (26).

Strength of Sound and Decayed Douglas-fir

Strength of sound specimens recorded at FLIP was slightly more

variable than strength at FIVE because FLIP was determined by the

weakest earlywood band in a specimen and FIVE reflected the strength

of more than one earlywood band. FIVE and FLIP were similar, however,

because specific gravity (strength) of earlywood is not highly

variable from one growth ring to another (26).
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Most strength properties increase with increase in specific grav-

ity. Heartwood in this test had a higher compressive strength and

lower specific gravity than sapwood. Because radial compression

strength is a measure of earlywood strength, it is not affected by

latewood, the factor which determined specific gravity. Bodig (5)

reported no significant correlation between radial compression

strength and specific gravity, number of rings or percent latewood in

Douglas-fir specimens.

Regression of SLFIV on weight loss had a higher coefficient of

determination (.80) than the regression of SLFLP because the former

reflected the average strength on weight loss (.71) of earlywood bands

in the specimen while the latter reflected the strength of the weakest

band in the specimen. The weakest band would have more weight loss

than the specimen as a whole.

Regression equations for strength loss at 5% compression on

weight loss are similar to results of similar tests by Toole (36) on

southern pine (Table 7).

Bodig (5) radially compressed three Douglas-fir speci-

mens, 0.4 x 1.0 x 1.0 inch in longitudinal, radial and tangential

directions respectively, from each of 12 trees. The specimens, prob-

ably mostly heartwood, ranged in specific gravity between .349 and

.512 and were tested at ovendry and 20% moisture content for maximum

stress (FLIP) and stress at proportional limit (PL). To compare my

test results with Bodig's I calculated from his published data means,

standard deviations, coefficients of variation and air-dry/green
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TABLE 7. REGRESSIONS OF RADIAL COMPRESSION STRENGTH LOSSa OF SOFT-
WOODS ON WEIGHT LOSS FROM DECAY BY BROWN-ROT.

aStrength loss at 5% compression strain is the strength difference
between sound and decayed material specimens.

*Southern pine data from Reduction in crushing strength and weight
associated with decay by rot fungi by E.R. Toole (36).

Wood species Decay fungus Regression equation R2

Southern pine 1. Poria monticola y = 3.6 + 6.88x - .13x2 .95

(sapwood)* (placenta)

2. Lenzites trabea y = 5.68 + .02x - .08x2 .86

(Gloeophyllum
trabeum)

3. L. saeparia y = 6.34 + 5.74x - .11x2 .92

(Gloeophyllum
saepiarium)

1, 2, & 3 y = 4.59 + 6.26x - .11x2 .94

Douglas-fir
(sapwood +
heartwood)

1. Poria placenta y = 6.26 + 8.06x - .32x2 .80
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ratios (Appendix J). From these values I interpolated a mean of

670 psi at 13.2% moisture content (moisture content of my heartwood

specimens at test) and a standard error of 28.5 psi. A 95% confidence

interval for the mean maximum stress at 13.2% moisture content is

670 + 1.96 (28.5) or 614 to 726 psi. Because the mean strength at

FLIP (696 psi) for heartwood specimens sampled in this study from one

pole section falls within the 95% confidence interval, I conclude that

results of this study can probably be applied to Douglas-fir poles in

general.

At 24% moisture content, the moisture intersection point of

Douglas-fir (37), i.e. the point at which strength relations are con-

sidered to start, I interpolated an average stress at PL of 372 psi

and a standard error of 17.43 psi. A 95% confidence interval for mean

stress at PL for green Douglas-fir is 372 + 1.96 (17.43) or 338 to 406

psi. Toole's report of a mean stress at PL for green southern pine of

207 psi falls far below the lower confidence limit. Southern pine

appears weaker in radial compression than Douglas-fir.

Color Indicators

Chrome-azurol-S has been reported (7) to give blue colors with

many metals. CAS + SA turned purple-blue when exposed to the acid

conditions of decayed Douglas-fir. SA, a buffer, eliminates the

effect of strong acids and CAS alone is reported to turn orange in the

presence of strong acids. Koenigs (23) reports that fungal acids may

solubilize Fe in wood (concentrations of 15-19 ug/g). Possibly the
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color reaction of CAS with Fe or other metals accounts for the color

change on Douglas-fir decayed by Poria placenta.

Micro-Toughness Test Device

The micro-toughness test device worked easiest with a needle

angle of 75°. However, a needle angle of 45° had the advantage that

the tip of the needle extended beyond the end of the set screw and

fracturing could be viewed under magnification. This angle also per-

mitted the penetration depth of the needle to be precisely set. At a

900 angle the device was difficult to operate and many small chunks of

tracheids were torn from the specimen, their size having no correla-

tion with the amount of decay present in the specimen.

Radial Compression Test For Early Decay

High correlations between strength or strength loss and weight

loss supported Bodig's theory that radial compression strength is

controlled by the weakest earlywood layer in a specimen. Compression

strength was a sensitive test for decay because earlywood of Douglas-

fir, as shown by the micro-toughness test, provided the best material

for detection of early decay.

A laboratory compression test using the Instron testing machine

was completed at 5% compression strain in approximately four minutes.

Because FIVE has good correlation with FLIP, a laboratory test could

be terminated when the first load inflection point is reached, usually

within the first two minutes of the test.
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Compression strength of heartwood was rarely weaker than the

weakest sapwood specimen from a radial series of sound plugs from a

pole section; therefore, by comparing sapwood and heartwood

compression strengths, a very sensitive test for early decay might be

devised for Douglas-fir poles in service.

Radial Series of Specimens

Strength of one or more specimens cut from a plug of treated sap-

wood, which has been reported to be decay free for up to 10 years in

service (42), could be compared to the strength of specimens from the

next radially successive heartwood plug. If the strengths of the

heartwood were below that of the sapwood it might be considered

decayed. In this study, strength decreased a maximum of 36% from the

highest value for sound heartwood in a radial series to the lowest

value for sound sapwood in the series. If strength differences be-

tween heartwood and sapwood in all Douglas-fir poles were similar to

this pole section, than all heartwood decayed to 5% or higher weight

loss (36% or greater strength loss) and some heartwood decayed to less

than 5% weight loss would be detected.

Confidence Intervals

This second method of compression strength analysis of Douglas-

fir specimens using confidence intervals, though probably less sen-

sitive to decay, might be extended to sapwood or heartwood plugs

removed from any piece of wood in service. Based on Bodig's data (5)

from 36 specimens from 12 Douglas-fir trees, a 76% confidence inter-
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val for a single heartwood strength observation is 500-900 psi. For

strength analysis, any heartwood specimen equal to or less than 500

psi might be considered decayed. Although 12% of the sound specimens

would be incorrectly called decayed, about 99% of the specimens at 10%

weight loss would be detected and about 68% of specimens at 5% weight

loss would be detected. Bodig's specimens might have contained sap-

wood and were not cultured for decay fungi; therefore, further collec-

tion of strength data from sound sapwood specimens using more precise

sampling might result in a lower coefficients of variation, smaller

confidence intervals and more precise detection of decay. Similar

confidence intervals could be constructed for sapwood of Douglas-fir

and wood of other species.

By correlating radial compression strength of specimens with the

bending strength of the same poles in full length tests, a confidence

interval for acceptable radial compression strengths in a pole could

be developed.

Radial Compression Field-Testing Device

A portable instrument could be designed to compression test spec-

imens in the field. Plugs of uniform diameter and measured precisely

for length could be saturated with water to above the

moisture/strength intersection point, compressed to 5% their original

length and the loads recorded and analysed for decay.
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CAS + SA would be limited in use because it gives a positive

color reaction on wood previously in direct ground contact or on wood

treated with copper containing preservatives, does not react to the

common brown-rotters Gloeophyllum saepiarium and G. trabeum, and

reacts only weakly to Lentinus lepideus (13).

MO + IC, which reacts on southern pine to many brown-rots (13)

also commonly found in Douglas-fir, is limited to use on Douglas-fir

sapwood because the acidity of sound Douglas-fir heartwood causes a

color reaction. It might be possible in further experiments to com-

bine a buffer with MO + IC to eliminate the acid effect from Douglas-

fir heartwood yet allow a pH color reaction to occur from acids asso-

ciated with decay.

Micro-Toughness Test

Fracture patterns in the micro-toughness test are often not

clear-cut; therefore, the test is very subjective. It seems that errors

would most likely occur in differentiating between sound wood and wood

with less than 5% weight loss.

The test is not adaptable to the field because laboratory con-

ditions are necessary for good results.

If this test were to be developed further, certain design modifi-

cations to the testing device should be considered. Fracture charac-

teristics are most evident while watching the test in progress, under

magnification, with the needle set precisely to a depth of a few
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tracheids in each band. If the needle could be raised and lowered by

a system of gears and drawn down the length of the specimen in a

steady, smooth motion by mechanical means the test would be easier,

quicker and, possibly, less subjective.



CONCLUSIONS

Radial compression offers the most encouraging approach to the

field and laboratory detection of early decay and estimation of resid-

ual strength.

Color indicators are too variable for use on Douglas-fir but

warrent further testing because they are easy to apply and have a

rapid, obvious reaction to early decay.

The needle-fracture micro-toughness test is subjective and

least applicable to field testing.

Earlywood of decayed Douglas-fir, which is reduced in toughness

before latewood, provides the best material for detection of early

decay.

High correlations between radial compression strength and

weight loss support Bodig's weakest earlywood layer theory.

Hygroscopicity of Douglas-fir increases rapidly during early

decay.

Heartwood is stronger in radial compression than sapwood in

the pole section used in this research.
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

Radial Compression Test For Decay

To develop a radial compression field test for detecting decay and

estimating the residual strength of poles the following research should

be undertaken:

Expand the radial compression data of sound wood by removing

two longitudinally-matched radial series of plugs from each of

three sites equally spaced around Douglas-fir poles. Test one

series of plugs (above a moisture content of 2470 on the

Instron and the other in a radial compression device that can

be used in the field. Flame and culture all plugs for decay

fungi on nutrient agar. Develop confidence intervals for

strength of sound sapwood and sound heartwood.

Correlate radial compression strength with specific gravity,

percent latewood and number of rings in the specimen.

Compare test results from the Instron and the field device.

Remove plugs from poles in service and test them for decay

using the "radial series" test, the "confidence interval" test,

the Pilodyn or Shigometer. Compare test results to laboratory

culture tests for decay.

Correlate radial compression strength of plugs removed from

poles with strength of small clear specimens cut from the same

poles and tested in the laboratory. Develop confidence inter-

vals for acceptable radial compression strength in a pole.
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Color Indicator Test For Decay Fungi

To determine if color indicators would be useful to identify decay

in culture tests:

Subculture suspected decay fungi on malt agar containing 1%

CAS + SA, MO + IC or other color indicators and observe plates

for color changes in the agar.

Compare results to microscopic identification of the fungus.

Radial Compression Strength of Earlywood

To determine why decayed Douglasfir earlywood is reduced in

toughness before latewood within the same annual ring and why earlywood

in heartwood is stronger in radial compression than earlywood in

sapwood:

Use intraring analysis of decayed wood specimens or analyze

decayed microtome sections7 of wood for chemical, anatomical

and mechanical differences.

7Suggested by Dr. R. L. Krahmer, Professor, Forest Products (Wood
Anatomy), Ore. State Univ.
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APPENDIX A

Preparation of Incubation Jars

Incubation jars are prepared according to the ASTM Soil-Block
Method D 1413(1), modified by T. C. Scheffer and further modified for
this experiment.

Using a random sample, determine the moisture content of a
forest loam soil put through a sieve with openings of about /mm
square. A moisture Content of between 20 and 40% is preferred.

Determine the weight of enough soil to fill a french square,
wide mouth 32 oz. bottle 1/4 full and place equal weights of soil in
each bottle.

Into each jar, place filter paper8 cut to fit over the soil.

Add distilled water onto the filter paper to give the soil a
moisture content of 60%. The water should contain in solution enough
malt extract to provide 5% extract by weight of soil (dry weight
basis).

Autoclave the jars for 30 minutes at 20 psi and allow them to
cool slowly. Lids should be loose to avoid cracking the glass.

Evenly distribute five plugs (4 mm diameter) of test fungus on
the filter paper in each jar to be used as a decay chamber.

Incubate all jars at 23° C for three weeks to allow the fungus
to cover the filter paper. Lids should remain loosened one quarter
turn. A large pan of water with filter paper wicks should be placed
on the bottom of the incubation chamber to keep the humidity raised in
the incubation jars.

8Tappi Standard Blotting Paper, Tappi Standard T 206 os-71.
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APPENDIX B

PROGRAM RESET (TAPE 4, TAPE 6, OUTPUT)
Cs

Cs

Ct THIS PROGRAM INPUTS DATA FROM SAMPLES, DECAYED PODIA PLACENTA,

Cs AND THEIR MATCHED CONTROLS. IT COMPUTES HEIGHT LOSS, STRENGTH
C* LOSS IN RADIAL COMPRESSION PERPENDICULAR TO THE GRAIN, STRESS AT

Cs 5Z COMPRESSION STRAIN AND AT FIRST LOAD INFLECTION POINT,
Cs SPECIFIC GRAVITY, AND MOISTURE CONTENTS. THE PROGRAM OUTPUTS ALL

Cs INPUT AND COMPUTED DATA.

Cs

Cs SAMPLE DATA

Cs P =POLE NUMBER

Cs S =SITE OF SAMPLE REMOVAL

Cs RP =RADIAL DEPTH IN POLE (4=CLOSEST TO PITH)
C* H =HEIGHT IN POLE

Cs 0 =POLE QUADRANT
Cs I =INCUBATION PERIOD

Cs T =TREATMENT (DECAY=I; CONTROL=0)
Cs R =NO. OF RINGS, COUNTED IN PAIRS OF LATEWOOD AND EARLYWOOD

Cs la =CONDITIONED (6BXRH 2IC) WEIGHT (G) BEFORE INCUBATION
Cs UI =WEIGHT (G) UPON REMOVAL FROM INCUBATION (0-010 DATA)

Cs WA =CONDITIONED WEIGHT (0) AFTER INCUBATION
Cs L ,LENGIN (IN) AFTER INCUBATION CONDITIONING (AT TEST)
Cs D =DIAMETER (IN) AFTER INCUBATION CONDITIONING (AT TEST)
Cs FIV =LOAD (KG) Al 5Z COMPRESSION STRAIN

Cs ELF =LOAD (ES) Ai FIRST LOAD INFLECTION POINT

Cs ODW =OVEN-DRY HEIGHT (0) (0=60 DATA)

Cs

Cs COMPUTED DATA

Cs AL =X WEIGHT LOSS AFTER INCUBATION (BASED ON CONDITIONED

Cs WEIGHTS) A NEGATIVE VALUE INDICATES A WEIGHT GAIN
Cs FIVE =STRESS (PSI) AT 5Z COMPRESSION STRAIN

Cs FLIP =STRESS (PS)) Al FIRST LOAD INFLECTION POINT
Cs SLFIV =X STRENGTH LOSS BETWEEN DECAYED TEST SAMPLE AND
Cs MATCHED CONTROL AT 'FIVE (NEG. VALUE = STRENGTH GAIN)
C* SLFLP =X STRENGTH LOSS BETWEEN DECAYED FEST SAMPLE AND
Cs HATCHED CONTROL AT 'FLIP' (NEG. VALUE = STRENGTH GAIN)
Cs SG =SFLCIFIC GRAVITY (OVENDRY WEIGHT AND VOLUME AT [COT)
Cs NCB =CONDITIONED MOISTURE CONTENT Z, BEFORE INCUBATION
Cs (CONTROL SAMPLES ONLY) (0=00 DATA)

Cs MCI =MOISTURE CONTENT %, UPON REMOVf;L FROM INCUPAI TON

C4 (O,NO BATA)

Cs MCA ,CONDITIONED NOISTURE CONTENT 7., AFTER INCUBATION

Cs A,NO DATA)
C*

Cs

INTEGER PL(12O),ST(1211),PDI '0,,;Fr( 0,00(12))1,Ir(12),(hIiI2U)
$ ,P,SoRP,H,0,1,T,N,X QD

REAL. RNO((28),VT.(12g),WT1((28).0IA 128),LNOti20),DIAM(128),
$ LFIV(120),IfLF(128).°W(128),UL() 6),FIVE(122),FLIP(128),



C* 
Cs 

$ SLFIV(128),1(LE1F(1281,58(128),MCBT128(,MCI(128),MCA(128),WB,WI, 
$ WA,R,L,D,FIV,FLP,ODW,CONV,FI,AREA,K,V 

M=0 

0=0 
C* 

100 READ (4,105) P,S,00,H,0,1,T,R,W8,WI,04,L,D,FIV,FLP,01IU 
105 FORMAT (I2,61(,F4.1,F5.3,F6.3,3F5.3,215.1,F5.3) 

IF (EOF(4)) 500,110 
C* 
C* PUT SAMPLE DATA INTO ARRAYS 

110 m=0,1 

01.(0)=P 
ST(MI=S 

00)0) 0F 

01(0) -11 

OD(M)A 
IP(M),I 

TMT(M).-,T 
UTB(M)=WD 
WTI(M)=WI 

1(00(0> :1(4 

FNG(MF,R 
LNG(M)=L 

DIAM(MF=D 
LFIV(M)=IIV 
LFLP(M)=FLP 

01(1(1 (01=0110 
C* 

C* CONFUTE X WEIGHT LOSS AND FUT INTO AN ARRAY 

118 ULAMIn((WD-UAt/1(RI*100.0 
C* 

C* COMPUTE STRESS (PSII AT FIVE AND FLIP AND PUT INTO AR ARRAY 
120 C0NV=2.20 

T1,3.14 
40E0.PI*((D12.0)**2) 

FIVE(M1-(FIVIEONV(,OREA 
FLIP(M),(FLP*EONVI/AREA 

c* 
1* comruTE suciric (OD 101041 AND VOLUME AT 'LSD AND 

STORE IN AN 001141. 1(C300ERSION FOR U5I41 IN. AND GUMS. (SOME 

C* OVEN-DRY WEIGHTS ARE MISSING (.0)) 
130 IF (0[10.10.0.01 131,140 
131 561M)-T-0.0 

GO 10 (00 
140 0=0.001 

V=AREA*L 
S8(0)--(1(*ODWI/0 

CO 10 101 



Ut CUMPUIL Z RUIIitURE LUNIENIS ONO SIM-, IN ANNOYS 4SOME OVEN-ANI
Ct WEIGHTS AND WI'S ARE MISSING (=0))

150 MCI(M)r0.0

MCA(M)=0.0
GO TO 190

151 IF(WI.E0.0.0) 152,160
152 MCI(11),0.0

GO TO ISO
160 MCI(M)=0J i000i-i1t100.0
leo MCA(M),(W/000)-1),100.0

C*

C* RETURN TO READ NEXT ROW OF DATA
170 GO TO 100

C*

C* NOW ALL ROWS OF DCA HAVE BEEN READ, RESULTS COMPUTED
C* AND STORED IN ARRAYS.
C* DATA IN ARRAYS IS USED TO COMPUTE STRENGTH LOSS BETWEEN TEST
Ct SAMPLES AND MATCHED CONTROLS. ROWS OF ORIGINAL DATA MUST PE IN
C* EIGHT GROUPS OF SIXTEEN ROWS EACH, WITH GROUPS ALTERNATING
C* BETWEEN DECAY AND MATCHED CONTROLS. MOISTURE CONTENT OF
C* CONTROLS BEFORE INCUBATION IS COMPUTED.
500 DO 510 X=I,128

IF (X.GE.17.AND.X.U.32) 505,501
501 IF (X.GE.47.000.X.LE.64) 505,502
50211 (X.GE.81.AND.X.LE.96) 505,503
503 IF (X.6E.113.ANO.I.LE.128) 505,504
504 SLFIV(X).(IFIVE(X+16)-FIVE(X1)/FIVE(Xt16))*100.0

SLFLP(X),(IFLIP(X4-16)-FLIF(X))/FLIP(X416))*100.0
MCD;X1=0.0

GO TO 510

505 smv(x)ro.o
SLFLFIX)-0.0

IF !ODVT(X).EO.0.0) 500,509
506 MCB(X),0.0

60 TO 510

500 MCP(0.((lITPX)/0611T(X)) ) 00.0

SIT CONTINUE

C*

C*

WRITE OUT ALL DATA (129 ROWS)
M=0

00 520 11x:1,129

WRITE (6,515) 11(01,31 M),R6(M),H;(6),06(M),I1(0),TOT01.1111010),

$ U16(0,,WTI(M),UTA(M),LNG(M),0I01111110LEI0(01.LTLF1rf),OPWT(M),

$WL(M),FIVE(M),FLIF(M),SLTIV(Mi,6LFL1(M),56(0),MCP(M),MCliM),MCA(M)
5)5 FORMAT (7X,12,12,13,412,V4.1,F5.3,1X,415.3.2E5.1,1X,F4.3,

$ F6.2,2F6.0,207.1,1X.F3.2,1X,F4.1,1X,F5.1,11,E5.1)
520 CONTINuE

ENT FILE 6

CALL EXIT
END



((ES TO OUTPUT FROM PROGRAM RESET:

=POLE NUMBER
=SITE OF SAMPLE REMOVAL

RP =RA(1IAL DEPTH IN POLE (4=CLOSEST TO PITH)
=HEIGHT IN POLE

0 =POLE OUADRANT
=INCUBATION PERIOD
=TREATMENT (DECAY=1; CONTROL=0)
=NO. OF RINGS, COUNTED IN PAIRS OF LATETIOOD AND EARLYWOOD

(JD =CONDITIONED (6871RH + 21C) WEIGHT (G) BEFORE INCUBATION
WI =WEIGHT (G) UPON REMOVAL FROM INCUBATION (0=)40 DATA)

WA =CONDITIONED WEIGHT (G) AFTER INCUBATION
=LENGTH (IN) AFTER INCUBATION + CONDITIONING (AT TEST)

O =DIAMETER (IN) AFTER INCUBATION + CONDITIONING (AT TEST)

FIV =LOAD (KG) AT St COMPRESSION STRAIN
ELI' =LOAD (KG) AT FIRST LOAD INFLECTION POINT
ODW =OVEN-DRY WEIGHT (G) )O=NO DATA)

UL =0 WEIGHT LOSS AFTER INCUDATION (DOSED ON CONDITIONED
WEIGHTS) A NEGATIVE VALUE INDICATES A WEIGHT GAIN

FIVE =STRESS (PSI) AT ST COMPRESSION STRAIN
FLIP =STRESS (PSI) AT FIRST LOAD INFLECTION POINT
SITIO =X STRENGTH LOSS BETWEEN DECAYED TEST SAMPLE AND

MAICNED CONTROL Al JIVE (NEG. VALUE = STRENGTH GAIN)

SLFLP =',1 STRENGTH LOSS BETWEEN DLCAYEO TEST SAMPLE AND

MATCHED CONTROL Al FLIP' (NE)>. VALUE = STRENGTH 6010)

SG =SPECIFIC GRAVITY (OVEN-DRY WEIGHT AND VOLUME AT TEST)

MCA =CONYITIONED MOISTURE CONTENT 0, BEFORE INCUBATION
(CONTROL SAMPLES ONLY) (0=00 DATA)

MCI =MOISTURE CONTENT 0, UPON REMOVAL FROM INCUBATION
(0=00 DATA)

MCA =CONDITIONED MOISTURE CONTENT X, AFTER INCUBATION
(0=00 DATA)

APPENDIX C



PSRPNGITRUB WI WA L 8 FIV FLP ODW 1.11. FIVE FLIP SLFIV SLFLP SG NCB MCI MCA

(G) (G) (G) (IN) (IN) (MG) (KG) (G) (X) (PSI) (PSI) (X) (X) (X) (X) (X)

3.9 .48 0.0 57.3 14.4
-1.1 .43 0.0 46.7 13.3
14.9 .51 0.0 49.3 14.5
19.6 .00 0.0 0.0 0.0
-5.8 .39 0.0 39.6 13.4

.8 .52 0.0 45.6 13.7
11.5 .43 0.0 49.8 13.7

-23.5 .41 0.0 50.0 13.8
0.6 .42 0.0 43.0 13.4
3.2 .40 0.0 46.8 13.7

12.1 .4? 0.0 57.6 14.7
18.3 .46 0.0 40.9 13.9
9.6 .46 0.0 42.2 13.9
6.7 .45 0.0 44.1 14.0
8.4 .38 0.0 37.0 13.3

-12.8 .42 0.0 37.0 13.3
0.0 .48 14.2 28.3 13.9
0.0 .39 13.7 25.9 13.5
0.0 .50 13.8 27.9 13.8
0.0 .50 13.8 28.9 13.8
0.0 .40 13.7 26.8 13.4
0.0 .47 13.9 28.9 13.9
0.0 .42 13.2 27.7 13.2
0.0 .39 13.6 27.8 13.6
0.0 .42 13.2 28.3 13.2
0.0 .42 13.2 27.6 13.2
0.0 .47 14.3 29.5 14.0
0.0 .46 14.0 29.2 14.0
0.0 .47 13.5 29.0 13.5
0.0 .43 13.7 30.7 13.7
0.0 .41 13.7 27.4 13.7
0.0 .41 13.6 27.3 13.6

1 1 2 2 1 1 1 5.0 .836 1.158 .842 .825 .380 29.6 29.0 .736 -.72 574. 563. 2.2
1 2 4 3 1 1 1 3.5 .740 .961 .742 .828 .377 36.7 35.1 .655 -.27 724. 692. -14.2
1 1 2 4 1 1 1 5.5 .868 1.132 .068 .820 .377 30.4 28.5 .758 0.00 599. 562. 9.7
1 1 1 5 1 1 1 6.5 .862 1.071 .855 .828 .377 28.9 26.4 .000 .81 570. 521. 11.1

1 2 4 2 2 1 1 3.0 .660 .815 .662 .818 .379 31.4 32.8 .584 -.30 613. 640. 12.5
1 1 1 3 2 1 1 7.5 .868 1.114 .871 .818 .373 29.2 26.5 .765 -.35 588. 534. -1.1
1 2 3 4 2 1 1 4.7 .740 .984 .747 .822 .380 36.8 36.7 .657 -.95 714. 712. 1.6
1 2 4 5 2 1 1 3.0 .710 .936 .710 .818 .381 32.4 34.5 .624 0.00 626. 666. -1.9
1 2 3 2 4 1 1 4.5 .725 .918 .728 .823 .380 31.9 33.2 .642 -.41 619. 641. 6.1
1 1 3 3 4 1 1 4.0 .687 .891 .690 .812 .379 34.8 35.2 .607 -.44 679. 687. - 8.3
1 1 1 4 4 1 1 7.5 .820 1.144 .833 .818 .377 29.6 25.4 .726 -1.59 584. 501. 1.8
1 1 1 5 4 1 1 7.0 .780 .965 .780 .816 .377 29.5 26.0 .685 0.00 582. 513. 4.3
1 2 1 2 3 1 1 8.0 .768 .961 .770 .817 .375 25.3 26.5 .676 -.26 504. 528. 14,5
1 1 2 3 3 1 1 7.5 .760 .958 .758 .815 .377 27.7 25.3 .665 .26 546. 499. -1.5
1 2 4 4 3 1 1 3.0 .673 .815 .674 .819 .384 38.7 41.5 .595 -.15 736. 789. 7.5
1 1 3 5 3 1 1 5.0 .708 .852 .705 .815 .377 35.2 39.0 .622 .42 694. 767. - 3.3
1 2 2 2 1 1 0 5.5 .829 .930 .826 .818 .377 29.8 29.7 .725 .24 589. 586. 0.0
/ 1 4 3 1 1 0 3.0 .672 .744 .671 .815 .378 32.3 34.9 .591 .15 634. 685. 0.0
1 2 2 4 1 1 0 5.5 .880 1.004 .880 .826 .381 34.0 34.2 .773 0.00 656. 660. 0.0
1 2 1 5 1 1 0 6.5 .848 .960 .848 .825 .374 32.0 32.3 .745 0.00 641. 647. 0.0
1 1 4 2 2 1 0 3.0 .687 .766 .685 .818 .379 35.9 31.0 .604 .29 700. 605. 0.0
1 2 1 3 2 1 0 7.0 .797 .902 .797 .818 .375 29.2 27.0 .700 0.00 582. 538, 0.0
1 1 3 4 2 1 0 5.0 .745 .840 .745 .818 .385 38.4 33.8 .658 0.00 726. 639. 0.0
1 1 4 5 2 1 0 4.0 .659 .741 .659 .815 .378 31.3 27.5 .580 0.00 614. 539. 0.0
1 1 3 2 4 1 0 4.5 .720 .816 .720 .813 .379 33.8 33.2 .636 0.00 659. 648. 0.0
1 2 3 3 4 1 0 4.0 .710 .800 .710 .826 .377 31.8 33.8 .627 0.00 627. 666. 0.0
1 2 1 4 4 1 0 7.0 .785 .890 .783 .828 .371 29.2 28.0 .687 .25 595. 570. 0.0
1 2 1 5 4 1 0 7.0 .780 .884 .780 .820 .375 30.5 31.5 .684 0.00 608. 628. 0.0
1 1 1 2 3 1 0 7.5 .791 .899 .791 .814 .375 29.4 27.3 .697 0.00 586. 584. 0.0
1 2 2 3 3 1 0 7.0 .747 .860 .747 .819 .379 27.6 27.4 .657 0.00 538. 535. 0.0
1 1 4 4 3 1 0 3.5 .713 .799 .713 .819 .379 40.8 37.3 .627 0.00 796. 728. 0.0
1 2 3 5 3 1 0 5.0 .687 .770 .687 .817 .376 33.9 34.4 .605 0.00 672. 682. 0.0
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PSRPHOIT8 QB Ul (J L 8 FIV FLP 0014 QL FIVE Fur SLFIV suit= SG h136 MCI MCA

(0) (G) (0) (IN) (IN) (KG) (KG) (0) (%) (PSI) (PSI) (%) (X) (X) (X) (X)

I 1- T2 i 3 1 6.0 2a43 1.:7

1 3 3 3 1 3 1 5.0 .740 1.105 .700

I 3 I 4 1 3 1 6.0 .824 1.19" .753

I 3 2 5 1 3 1 5.5 .003 1.309 .717

I i 3 2 2 3 I 1.0 .730 .964 .666

I 1 2 2 2 3 I 6.0 .254 1.071 .672

1 I 2 1 2 3 1 6.5 .823 1.265 .761

1 4 3 51 3 I 4.5 .65 1,034 . 05

I 1 4 2 3 3 1 4.0 :704 1.233 .694

4 4 3 3 3 1 3.5 .716 1.036 .62"

1 1 3 4 3 3 I 5.0 .671 .973 .635

1 1 4 5 3 3 I 3.0 .676 1.013 .612

1 I ] 2 4 3 I 7.0 .786 1.030 .700
I 2 I 3 1 3 1 7.5 .815 1.304 .786

1 3 4 4 4 3 1 3.0 .726 .950 .083

1 3 2 5 4 3 1 6.5 .784 1.106 .694

1 I I 2 1 3 0 6.5 .842 0.000 .839

I / 3 3 1 3 0 4.5 .750 0.000 .749

I 2 1 4 1 3 0 6.0 .813 0.000 .812

1 1 2 5 1 3 0 6.0 .850 0.000 .849

1 I 3 2 2 3 0 4.0 .714 0.000 .713

1 / 2 3 2 3 0 6.5 .783 0.000 .721

12 2 I 2 3 0 6.5 .267 0.000 .766

1 2 3 5 2 3 0 4.5 .756 0.000 .755

1 i 4 2 3 3 0 3.1 .656 0.000 .655

1 2 1 3 3 3 0 4.0 .695 0.000 .693

1 2 3 4 3 3 0 5.0 .680 0.000 .688

I 2 4 5 3 3 0 4.0 .694 0.000 .699

I 1 2 2 4 3 0 6.5 .784 0.000 .781

1 2 1 3 4 3 0 7.5 .815 0,900 .815

1 2 4 4 4 3 0 3.0 .678 0.000 .677

1 2 2 5 4 3 0 6.5 .802 0.000 .305

13.8 .a6
312 .373 16.2 14.2 .607 5.41 326. 286.

805 .371 13.1 11.8 .654 6.62 273. 240.

.608 .365 11.3 12.2 .644 6.12 238. 257.

.806 .377 17.' 19.1 .581 8.49 357. 385.

.806 .368 8.3 8.3 .503 10.88 172. 172.

.810 .371 13.4 11.3 .658 7.53 273. 234.

.910 .1" 16.6 17.9 .61 1.84 336, 344.

.211 .376 22.8 71.5 .405 1.42 452. 466,

.809 .376 24.0 15.6 .593 4.05 476. 309.

.812 .35 17.5 17.6 .556 5.79 349. 351.

.815 .171 70.8 21.5 .555 5.03 424. 438.

.803 .366 13.0 9.5 .607 10.94 222. 199.

.805 .368 10.0 9.2 .000 6.98 207. 190.

.812 .376 19.8 19.8 .598 5.92 393. 393.

.804 .354 7.5 10.3 .605 11.49 159. 218.

.812 .375 33.3 34.6 .638 .36 664. 590.

.824 .376 39.3 39.7 .660 .13 779. 291.

.820 .375 32.0 30.0 .717 .12 538. 593.

.826 .377 30.2 31.0 .746 .12 595. 611.

.818 .379 36.2 37.0 .62? .14 716. 722.

.818 .300 30.1 30.1 .669 .26 584. 584.

818 .374 32.3 31.6 .000 .13 647. 633.

.816 .327 36,4 39.7 .670 .13 757. 783.

917 .379 45.0 47.0 .576 .15 878. 917.

.819 .379 42.1 40.3 .612 .2? 821. 786.

.818 .379 36.3 32.5 .608 0.00 708. 634.

818 .383 38.0 35.8 .000 -.72 726. 684.

.818 .375 30.3 30.2 .692 .36 604. 602.

.874 .381 22.' 29.1 .710 0.00 138. 573.

.816 .379 3'.6 38.7 .598 .15 234. 255.

.519 .300 31.4 29.0 ,710 .25 609. 563.

63.3 58.8 .40 0.0 06.0 15.0

56.1 63.3 .42 0.0 82.0 15.3

57.2 59.8 .46 0.0 83.0 15.1

60.1 56.0 .46 0.0 103.3 16.3

50.2 46.7 .49 0.0 69.4 15.0

70.6 70.6 .42 0.0 83.7 15.3

57.8 63.0 .46 0.0 92.2 15.7

55.6 56.0 .43 0.0 47.6 14.3

48.5 41.0 .41 0.0 1023.6 14.1

42.1 60.7 .40 0.0 24.2 15.9

50.8 44.7 .38 0.0 75.0 14.2

41.7 36.0 .38 0.0 82.5 15.7

55.0 67.0 .14 0.0 77.7 15.3

52.8 66.8 .00 0.0 0.0 0.0

46.5 48.0 .40 0.0 58.9 14.2

74.0 61.3 .44 0.0 82.8 14.7

0.0 0.0 .13 32.0 0.0 31.5

0.0 0.0 .44 13.6 0.0 13.5

0.0 0.0 .48 13.4 0.0 13.2

0.0 0.0 .49 13.9 0,0 13.0

0.0 0.0 .42 13.5 0.0 13.4

0.0 0.0 .45 13.6 0.0 13.4

0.0 0.0 .00 0.0 0.0 0.0

0.0 0.0 .45 12.8 0.0 12.7

0.0 0.0 .36 13.9 0.0 13.7

0.0 0.0 .40 13.6 0.0 13.2

0.0 0.0 .40 13.2 0.0 13.2

0.0 0.0 .00 0.0 0.0 0.0

0.0 0.0 .17 13.3 0.0 12.9

0.0 0.0 .47 13.5 0.0 13.5

0.0 0.0 .40 13.4 0.0 13.2

0.0 0.0 .47 13.7 0.0 13.4



PSRPHOIT8 WD WI WA L 6 rIv ru 81114 WL FIVE FLIP SLIP) SLFLP SG MCB MCI MCA -

(8) (13) (8) (IN) (IN) (KG) (KG) (G) (7.) (PSI) (FBI) (2) (X) (X) (X) (%)

i 2 3 2 f-4 f 1.059 .eig .375 16.2 f3.6 .010 6.60 313. :If: 53.2 ..;4.f) .43 -K6- '.4
1 2 2 3 1 4 1 5.5 .823 1.090 .744 .823 .321 16.5 16.9 .640 9.60 336. 344. 48.3 48.6 .44 0.0 70.3 16.3

1 2 4 4 1 4 1 3.0 .694 .895 .650 .82, .376 25.8 :30.1 .570 6.34 511. 597. 20.1 12.8 .38 0.0 52.0 14.0

1 2 4 5 1 1 1 3.5 .750 .930 .675 .819 .275 19.2 14.7 .590 10.00 363. 293, 42.4 53.7 .40 0.0 57.6 14.4

I i 1 2 2 4 1 7.0 .857 1.153 .783 .811 .372 10.7 13.1 .678 6.63 217. 265. 64.5 57.5 .47 0.0 70.1 15.5

I 1 3 3 2 4 1 4.5 .757 .965 .713 .816 .377 23.7 27.1 .621 5.81 467. 534. 28.3 21.8 .42 0.0 55.4 14.8

I 2 1 4 2 4 1 7.5 .810 1.040 .730 .912 .375 12.7 15.3 .634 9.88 253. 305. 58.9 51.4 .43 0,0 61.2 15.1

1 1 2 2 3 4 1 7.0 .768 .733 .666 .813 .369 16.5 11.6 .592 13.02 311. :44. 42.8 50.7 .41 0.0 63.7 14.8

1 2 1 3 3 4 1 7.5 .782 1.033 .720 .815 .371 14.0 15.0 .626 7.91 301. 305. 46.6 43.4 .43 0.0 65.0 15.0

1 1 2 4 3 4 1 7,0 .758 1.000 .673 .811 .371 14.6 16.3 .583 11.21 297. 332. 50.8 42.3 .41 0.0 21.5 15.4

1 2 2 5 3 4 1 7.5 .800 1.013 .flu .811 .371 11.1 10.1 .619 11.25 232. 206. 60.3 70.7 .43 0.0 68.5 14.7

1 2 4 2 4 4 1 3.5 .717 .996 .690 .822 .375 16.8 10.5 .602 7.63 335. 389. 50.7 44.2 .10 0.0 65.4 14.6

1 1 4 3 4 4 1 3.0 .691 .876 .650 .818 .377 25.0 27.6 .570 5.93 493. 544. 27.3 17.6 .36 0.0 53.1 14.0

1 2 3 4 4 4 1 5.0 .717 .905 .647 .812 .375 21.0 19,6 .565 9.76 419. 391. 42.2 45.8 .38 0.0 60.2 14.5

1 2 4 5 4 4 1 3.0 .698 .896 .661 .921 .381 25.0 22.0 .578 5.30 483. 475. 27.7 35.9 .38 0.0 53.3 14.4

1 2 1 5 2 4 1 7.5 .794 1.020 .703 .806 .367 11.0 12.5 .612 11.46 229. 260. 59.5 42.2 .44 0.0 66.7 14.9

I 1 3 2 1 4 0 4.5 .815 1.045 .833 .826 .381 36.8 40.0 .735 -2.21 710. 772. 0.0 0.0 .48 10.9 42.2 13.3

1 1 2 3 1 4 0 5.5 .847 1.184 .868 .829 .380 33.5 34.5 .764 -2.48 650. 670. 0.0 0.0 .50 10.9 55.0 13.6

1 1 4 4 1 4 0 3.5 .733 .937 .744 .821 .303 33.5 35.8 .658 -1.50 640. 694. 0.0 0.0 .42 11.4 42.4 13.1

I 1 4 5 1 4 0 3.0 .694 .711 .710 .822 .386 33.5 32.9 .628 -2.31 630. 619. 0.0 0.0 .40 10.5 15.1 13.1

1 2 I 2 24 0 7.e .810 1.155 .827 .819 .379 31.3 32.0 .130 -2.10 611. 624. 0.0 0.0 .48 11.0 58.2 13.3

1 2 3 3 2 4 0 4,0 .703 .909 .715 .821 .381 34.0 35.4 .634 -1.:1 656. 683. 0.0 0.0 .41 10.9 43.4 12.8

1 1 1 4 2 4 0 7.0 .793 1.102 .809 .811 .381 31.9 32.5 .713 -3.32 616. 627. 0.0 0.0 .47 9.8 54.6 13.5

1 2 2 2 3 4 0 7.0 .762 1.104 .788 .823 .357 30.3 27.0 .695 -3.41 666. 594. 0.0 0.0 .51 9.5 58.8 13.4

I 1 I 3 3 4 o 8.0 .777 1.075 .796 .820 .390 29.1 27.8 .702 -2.45 505. 540. 0.0 0.0 .46 10.7 53.1 13.4

1 2 2 4 3 4 0 7.0 .750 1.051 .774 .822 .381 31.3 29.8 .681 -3.20 604. 575. 0.0 0.0 .44 10.1 54.3 13.7

1 1 2 5 3 4 0 7.0 .77? 1.083 .799 .822 .381 30.3 36.3 .705 -2.83 585. 701. 0.0 0.0 .46 10.2 53.6 13.3

I 4 2 4 4 0 3.0 .709 .710 .724 .817 .38) 36.3 37.2 .640 -2.12 679. 696. 0.0 0.0 .41 10.8 42.2 13.1

I 2 i 3 1 4 0 1.0 .'OS .017 .120 .027 .392 35.3 34.4 .615 -2.13 678. 661. 0.0 0.0 .41 11.0 44.4 13.4

1 1 3 4 4 4 0 4.5 .741 .973 .759 .814 .382 37.7 31.5 .000 -2.43 724. 720. 0.0 0.0 .00 0.0 0.0 0.0

1 1 4 5 4 4 0 3.0 .691 .907 .707 .820 .387 25.7 37.7 .000 -2.32 668. 705. 0.0 0.0 .00 0.0 0.0 0.0
1 I 1 5 1 4 0 7.5 .911 1.142 .950 .817 .383 20.6 26.3 .748 -4.64 566. 502. 0.0 0.0 .49 9.2 52.1 13.6



VARIABLE HFLIP R= .7643

898.1

022.5

1

1 1

1

728.0 .

11 1 1 1

1 1

633.5 . 2 1 1 1

:'-'1'
1

1

539.0 .1

APPENDIX D

1

1

Y = 49.9 +.914x

SOUND
DOUGLAS-FIR
HEARTWOOD

1

LOWER BOUND OF X= 614.000
UPPER BOUND OF X= 878.000

LOWER BOUND OF Y= 539.000

UPPER BOUND OF Y= 917.000

,

614.0 677.4 746.0 804.4 872.7

VARIABLE HFIVE



VARIABLE FLIP R= .819,
680.1 1

640.5

11 1

1

541.5

492.0 1

SOUND
DOUGLAS-FIR
SAPWOOD

LOUER BOUND OF X= 538.000
UPPER BOUND OF X= 666.000
LOVER BOUND OF Y= 492.000
UPPER BOUND OF Y= 690.000

632.7 663.4602.0
VARIABLE FIVE

538.0 568.7



465.2

367.5

269.8

1 1

172.0 1 1

1

1

11 1 Y = 39.9 +.848x

1 1 DECAYED
1 DOUGLAS-FIR

111 SAPWOOD
211 1

SCATTER,13,14
LOUER BOUND OF X= 159.000
UPPER BOUND OF X= 599.000
LOVER BOUND OF Y= 172.000

UPPER BOUND OF Y= 563.000

159.0 264.6 379.0 484.6 590.2
VARIABLE FIVE

VARIABLE FLIP
543.5 11

R= .9552



VARIABLE FLIP
763.1

659.5

530.0 1 11

1

1

1 /'
1

400.5

1 1 1

271.0 .2 1

R= .9228

1

1

1

1

1

1

Y = -8.52 + 1.04x

DECAYED
DOUGLAS-FIR
HEARTWOOD

SCATTER,13,14
LOWER BOUND OF X= 326.000
UPPER BOUND OF X= 736.000
LOWER BOUND OF Y= 271.000

UPPER BOUND OF Y= 789.000

629.4 727.8424.4 531.0
VARIABLE FIVE

326.0



VARIABLE SLF1F R= .9217

65.99

47.15

23.60

.5000E-01 .

.1

-23.50

1

1

Ii 1

11 2

1 1 1 11

1, 2

21 13

1 1

1

1 1

Y = -.830 + .997x

DECAYED
DOUGLAS-FIR
SAPWOOD AND
HEARTWOOD

LOWER BOUND OF X= -14.2000
UPPER BOUND OF X= 74.0000
1011EP BOUND OF Y= -23.5000
OPUR BOUND OF Y- 70.7000

6.968 29,90

VARIABLE SLEIV
51.07 72.21-14.20



APPENDIX E

T -VALUES FROM A PAIRED DIFFERENCE TEST TO COMPARE STRENGTH OF
DOUGLAS-FIR SPECIMENS DECAYED BY PORIA PLACENTA WITH STRENGTH

OF MATCHED UNDECAYED CONTROLS.d

where:

ul = the mean of decayed specimens in an incubation group

U2 = the mean of controls in a matched incubation group

*H0 rejected at 05% level

**H0 rejected at 01% level

92

Incubation
period
(days)

Sapwood Heartwood
FIVE FLIP FIVE FLIP

8 2.509* 4.208** 0.138 -3.244

20 20.65** 11.881** 7.32** 6.043**

24 15.187** 40.750** 20.566** 11.718**

28 23.814** 10.520** 7.898** 6.945**

aHo : up = 0 (u1 - u2 = 0)

Ha up > 0 (u1 - u2 > 0)



a

Coefficients
Entering

a

Yi
bb
1

F value R2

APPENDIX F

REGRESSION MODELS FITTING COMPRESSION STRENGTH OR PERCENT STRENGTH LOSS
OF DOUGLAS-FIR DECAYED BY PORIA PLACENTA ON PERCENT WEIGHT LOSS.

93

FIVE
FIVE

log10FIVE
FLIP
FLIP
log FLIP

SLFIV
SLFIV

SLFLP
SLFLP

FIVE
FIVE

1og10F/VE
FLIP
FLIP
logioFLIP

SLFIV
SLFIV

SLFLP
SLFLP

SLFIV
SLFIV

SLFLP
SLFLP

**
111.30** .7877

20.46** .8755

79.32 .7256
**

128.77** .8110

10.45** .8611

94.91 .7598
**

138.80** .8223

16.67 .8871
**

118.10** .7974
7.66 .8397

**
83.54* .7358

5.92** .7806

74.33 .7125
**

51.15d
.6303

2.95** .6644

40.46 .5743
**

53.68* .6415
5.67 .7002

**

4317d.17d
.5900
.6360

**
190.41
13.31 .7984

**
133.46* .6828

5.62 .7096

1=1-32 for sapwood or heartwood; i=1-64 for sapwood and heartwood combined.
FIVE=stress at the 5% compression strain (psi).
FLIP=stress at the first load inflection point (Psi).
SLFIV=strength loss at FIVE between decayed specimens and controls (%).
SLFLP= strength loss at FLIP between decayed specimens and controls (%).

xi = % weight loss + 2.0

x2 = (% weight loss + 2.0)2

significant at 10% level

significant at 05% level

significant at 01% level

SAPWOOD
584 -27.8
669 -65.2 2.55

2.75 -.032

547 -25.1
605 -50.1 1.71

2.72 -.030

1.27 4.74
-11.0 10.1 -.365

6.39 4.29
-2.70 8.27 -.271

HEARTWOOD
701 -33.3
771 -66.9 2.81

2.83 -.028

720 -34.7
788 -67.6 2.76

2.84 -.029

-2.36 5.08

-15.5 11.4 -.525

-10.3 5.82
-24.2 12.5 -.556

SAPWOOD + HEARTWOOD

-.642 4.90

-11.1 9.33 -.316

-2.51 5.03
-11.3 8.75 -.266



APPENDIX G

TEST STATISTIC (F)* TO DETERMINE IF THE REGRESSION RELATION
BETWEEN STRENGTH OR STRENGTH LOSS AND WEIGHT LOSS IS THE

SAME FOR DOUGLASFIR SAPWOOD AND HEARTWOOD.

94

Regression SSE(E) SSE(R) F* F (.99,3,58)

FIVE

FLIP

SLFIV

SLFLP

186101.00

282084.80

5958.77

9328.79

331865.00

500598.00

6465.65

10831.7

15.67

15.49

1.70

3.92

4.15



APPENDIX H

Regressions of radial compression strength loss at FIVE or FLIP
on weight loss for decayed Douglasfir sapwood or heartwood.
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STRENGTH LIE5 V5 IAIE I BHT LI155

= 7.74 4- 8.63x -.365x2

WE I GHT LOSS

Regression of percent strength loss in radial compression at 5% compression strain

on percent weight loss of Douglas-fir sapwood decayed by Poria placenta compared to

undecayed controls.



5TRENGTH LO55 V5 WE 1 BHT LO55

ale

WE 1 GHT L1155

a

Y = 5.13 + 9.27x -.525x2

R2= .7002

Regression of percent strength loss in radial compression at 5% compression strain V:31

on percent weight loss of Douglas-fir heartwood decayed by Poria placenta compared
to undecayed controls.

a

HEARTWOOD



EL

STRENGTH LOSS VS WE 1 GHT LOSS

a

SAPWOOD

% WE I GHT LIES

Regression of percent strength loss in radial compression at the first load inflection
point on percent weight loss of Douglas-fir sapwood decayed by Poria placenta
compared to undecayed controls.

.8397

Y= 12.7 + 7.18x -.271x2

12 15
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5TRENGTH L055 V5 WE 1 GHT L055

1 5

% WI: 1 LIFIT LOSS

Regression of percent strength loss in radial compression at the first load inflection
point on percent weight loss of Douglas-fir heartwood decayed by Poria placenta
compared to undecayed controls.

= -1.50 + 10.2x -.556x2

R2 = .6360

HEARTWOOD



APPENDIX I

THE ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF STRENGTH AT 5%C0MPRESSION
IN A ONE-FOOT DOUGLAS-FIR POLE SECTION.

THE ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF STRENGTH AT THE FIRST LOAD
INFLECTION POINT IN A ONE-FOOT DOUGLAS-FIR POLE
SECTION.

**
signigicant at the 1% level

significant at the 5% level

RP = radial position
H = height
Q = quadrant

100

Source d.f. MS F

Total 63 **
RP 3 67990.20 54.01**
H 3 7158.08 5.69
RP*H 9 1187.81 0.94*

Q 3 5181.21 4.11**
RP*Q 9 7555.99 6.00*

H*Q 9 3456.46 2.74

RP*H*Q 27 1258.83

Source d.f. MS F

Total 63 **
RP 3 64061.10 18.98

H 3 2013.72 .60

RP*H 9 1709.75 .51

Q 3 7616.22 2.26*
RP*Q 9 8983.86 2.66

H*Q 9 3962.14 1.17

RP*HPQ 27 3375.26



101

MEAN STRENGTH (FIVE, PSI) OF SOUND DOUGLAS-FIR SPECIMENS

AT COMBINATIONS OF QUADRANT AND HEIGHT IN THE POLE

SECTION.a

H : 1 2 3 4 : STANDARD
ERROR

: 648 665 668 634 : 17.74

2 658 620 694 620

3 724 662 670 636

4 630 574 660 652

:

each mean is the average strength of specimens from four

radial positions.

MEAN STRENGTH (FIVE, PSI) OF SOUND DOUGLAS-FIR SPECIMENS
AT COMBINATIONS OF RADIAL POSITION AND QUADRANT IN THE
POLE SECTION.a

:

RP : 1 2 3 4 : STANDARD
ERROR

:

1 : 635 622 725 633 : 17.74

2 : 594 596 714 691

3 : 571 598 718 805

4 : 555 588 684 690

a each mean is the average strength of specimens from four
heights.



102

MEAN STRENGTH (FIVE, PSI) OF SOUND DOUGLAS-FIR SPECIMENS
AT COMBINATIONS OF RADIAL POSITION AND HEIGHT IN THE
POLE SECTION.a

a
each mean is the average strength of specimens from four
quadrants.

RP 1 2 3 4 :

:

STANDARD
ERROR

1 610 616 712 722 : 17.74

2 546 582 697 698

3 605 624 724 740

4 594 583 706 660



MEAN STRENGTH (FLIP, PSI) OF SOUND DOUGLAS-FIR
SPECIMENS AT DIFFERENT HEIGHTS IN THE POLE SECTION.a

1 2 3 4

103

: STANDARD
: ERROR

MEAN
STRENGTH 653 637 652 630 14.52

a
each mean is the average strength of 16 specimens from four

radial positions and four quadrants.

MEAN STRENGTH (FLIP, PSI) OF SOUND DOUGLAS-FIR SPECIMENS

AT COMBINATIONS OF RADIAL POSITION AND QUADRANT IN

THE POLE SECTION.a

a
each mean is the average strength of specimens from four

heights.

1 2 3 4 :

:

STANDARD
ERROR

:

1 638 632 750 638 : 29.04

2 573 578 707 611

3 553 601 696 779
:

4 575 563 690 704



APPENDIX J

RADIAL COMPRESSION STRENGTH OF DOUGLAS-FIR
SPECIMENBa FROM 12 TREES*.

MAX STRESS (psi)

Oven dry 906 210 23

1.9

Air dry
(20%) 548 151 28

STRESS AT PL (psi)

Oven dry 820 191 23

Air dry

(20%) 447 119 27

2.2

104

aThree specimens, .4 x 1 x 1 inch in longitudinal, radial and
tangential directions, from each tree. Specific gravity be-
tween .349 and .512.

*From Effect of growth characteristics on the mechanical pro-
perties of Douglas-fir in radial compression by Bodig (5).

Moisture Oven Air

content Mean SD CV dry dry




